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FORBAORD 
How is a fishing life? 
Is that harsh? Is that delightful? Or would that happy 
within hardness? 
For those accustom to the rhythm of the city life, it 
is impossible to experience the "fruits" from your 
own hands, the kind of enjoyment that comes from 
the nature. 
Not only children, even parents today may not be 
able to experience the joy and grief of the fishing 
life. 
That's true. For urban people, it is difficult to imag-
ine lives dragging nets, not even perceive the 
joyment inside. 
Therefore, it would be meaningful and funful for ur-
ban people to experience the primitive happiness 
that derived from “sweating over the sea". 
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INfTRODUCTlON 
The history of Hong Kong has great connection to the sea. it was 
collated that the first inhabitants of Hong Kong were the followers of the 
young Song Emperor who fled to Hong Kong in the late century. After 
the Emperor's defeat, the followers took up farming. Soon they found 
fishing in the coastal water was much more profitable and farming was 
eventually abandoned. Thus the floating population came into being. 
Since then, Hong Kong's nomadic 'Water People' have made their homes 
afloat for the generations past, often being born and dying on the family 
sampan where they seem to live in a world apart, against the background 
of the Victoria Peak. Though so, they did made a proud maritime heri-
tage for Hong Kong. 
With time changes, the dissociated world fuses with the land and the 
colorful scenes in the harbor dies with the vanishing fishing and re-
lated industries. 
The vanishing life identifies the water people and their place. The sym-
io l also characterizes Hong Kong as a place with culture a n d hi^-^ 
'力 r i j . In fact, since 1960，s, The Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA) 
has promoted tourism with fishing harbors and nice seafood. The nice 
fishing harbor scenes forms the essence of attraction for tourists and hence 
foreign exchange. Yet, modernization, urbanization and civilization 
have caused an irreversible reaction to the community, towards its end, 
without replacement. The loss of the symbol would represent the alien-
ation of the past, present and future. 
With the ceasing fishing industries and the declining tourism of Hong Kong, 
there is an idea to encourage cooperation between recreational users 
and local fishermen. The f i5h(5rina concept is being promoted as a 
mean of allowing fishing and entertainment activities to C 0 e t \ 5 i in the 
fishing ports, which are typically blessed with good natural environments 
and topography. It is expected to be a visitors' center which expresses 
11 • I I I • the historical, social and cultura 
promote Hong Kong's m a r i t i m e 
conditions of Hong Kong. It wil help to 
as wellasbcal n^vita izatbn 
e m r o m \ e r \ 
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EXPERIENCE TO UNDERSTAND 
Fishery is something that has to be experienced to be understood'. 
The Fisherina provides entertainment facilities within a fishing port 
where the land people can experience the works, lives and culture 
of the fishers. The zest comes from the immediate action of the 
first experience. The Fisherina helps to initiate an atmosphere 
around Aberdeen Harbor with "Men and Fisheries" as the main 
theme. 
EVOLUTION 
With the rising interest in living with simple attitude and reliefing stress, 
urban people intend to seek for simple lives and the natural environ-
ment during holidays. The Fisherina concept is being promoted as a 
mean of allowing fishing and recreational activities to coexist in the 
fishing ports, which are typically blessed with good natural environ-
ment and topography. 
Separate areas for commercial fishing vessels and entertainment 
facilities can be created by dividing up existing harbor areas, build-
ing new facilities or using existing inlets to create additional enter-
tainment space. In addition, the Fisherina development is intended 
to take the local environment around the harbor and waterfront into 





厂fXte「In3(「); ' f l j d r l n d ' / n . fishery and ma-
rina. I.e. 1. fishery as entertainment. 
Fishery 
/'fXf3「I; ' f l j 3 r l / n. part of the seawhere fish-
ing is carried on. 
Marina 
/'m3'ri:n3; m3'rin3/ n‘ 1 .harbor designed 
for pleasure boats. 
I Aberdeen, Werner Hanh, The Perennial 
Press Hong Kong (DS796 H7 H3) 
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SH NA 
Fisherina Aberdeen 
R D L ^ 
1. Cultural Aspect 
• It helps to promote local culture by staging races and other 
events. 
• It provides a place for people to meet. 
• It is expected to be used by a wide cross section of the popula-
tion and helps to strengthen the links within the local commu-
nity. 
2. Functional Aspect 
• The habor，being part of the town, would create a bright, lively 
neighborhood space at the waterfront where local residents can 
gather at any time. 
• It contrasts the existing cityscape of concrete and glass, offer 
soft and attractive area consisting of water and greenery. 
• In a mixed development, the Fisherina can serve to highlight 
the contrast between tension and relaxation, activity and calm, 
and the mundane and the unusual. 
3. Social Aspect 
• Due to the nature of the water lives, boat people were discrimi-
nated and the dissociation is lessened with the migration of 
water people to land. Similarly, the dissociation can also be 
resolved with the migration of the land people to the water. 
• The young generation is so well protected that they belittle the 
hardship of life and the concern of the viable treasure around 
them. The urban relief provision indeed helps to teach a valu-
able lesson. 
• It offers favourable contribution to the urban development. 
VALUES 
The Fisherina not only reflects Hong Kong, it also addresses the 
history of Hong Kong, stating the importance of the fishing industry 
to the people as well as the culture of Hong Kong. 
PROJECT 
SUMMARY 
Hong Kong Tourist Associa-
tion (HKTA) 
Fish Marketing Organization 
(FMO) 
C L I E N T S - C O O P E R A T I O N 
OF P A R T I E S 
Over the past years, the Hong Kong Tourist Association has 
worked closely with its member tour operators to encourage 
the cooperative operation of HKTA tours as well as the devel-
opment of new tour products. Also, they work with other orga-
nizations like the Provisional Regional Council, Hong Kong 
Sports Development Board and Television Broadcast to orga-
nize series of new and established events to promote Hong 
Kong. 
Grasp this chance, the Agricultural and Fisheries Department 
has commissioned the FMO to cooperate with the HKTA. The 
task is to use the traditional industry of fishing, which has both 
cultural and historical value, as a mean of providing attractions 
to the tourists, and local visitors as well, and hence, enhancing 
the charisma of Hong Kong. The job opportunities, revenue 
and other profits so generated would hopefully benefit both 
industries. 
O B J E C T I V E S 
The project is intended to ensure that the fishing industry and recre-
ational users can coexist. And, by establishing facilities that can link 
up with the region's tourism industry, the fisherina will hopefully serve 
to strengthen the regional economy. 
R O L E S 
The funding of the project basically comes from the HKSAR. The 
Hong Kong Tourist Association will help in administration and coordi-
nation in establishing the Fisherina, and any promotion activities re-
lated, while the FMO would in charge of the daily operation. 
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PROJECT s 
SUMMARY 
Aberdeen is one of Hong Kong's oldest settlements. For centuries, 
fishing junks dotted the waters of China's south esatem coastlne 
and aberdeen Harbors served as their shelter and homeport. 
The harbour, one of the biggest f i s h m g base of Hong Kong, pictorizes 
the lives of thousands of Water People. Houseboats, sampans and 
large sailing junks line both sides of the harbour, while towards the 
center are the colorful floating restaurants that are so popular with 
tourists and residents alike. The waterfront venues rituals concern-
ing fishing career, such as the dragon boat racing and the Tin Hau 
Festival. It is also the junction between the fisherman's lifestyle and 
the ordinary citizen's lifestyle. The place is teeming with life, as it 
did one hundred years ago. 
In the town itself, the harbor's maritime traditions are evident in chan-
dlers' stores and seafarers' temples, the oldest of which (built in 1851) 
is dedicated to Tin Hau, goddess of the sea. 
Over the other side of the harbor is Ap Lei Chau. To one side of the 
&^1930's'sland's old village lie various family run boat-yards that specialize in 
making and repairing junks. The foreshore provide spectacular views 
of Aberdeen harbor. 
1920' 
P R O P O S E D S 
叠 叠 f 量 4 f t 量 品 ^ ^ 
A. 
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PROJECT 
SUMMARY 
P R O G R A M M E 
Main Space 
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PROJECT 
SUMMARY 
D E S I G N 
By Studying the culture and the history of the water people, interest-
ing elements，which can express the historical, social and cultural 
conditions of Hong Kong, are put into the design which helps to 
attract not only tourists, but also local users, as well as the water 
people. 
， I s T / 遠 i j 1 
1 siiJi 
CONCLUSIONS 1. Cultural Aspect • The Fisherina not only reflects Hong Kong, it also ad-
dresses the history of Hong Kong, stating the impor-
tance of the fishing industry to the people as well as 
the culture of Hong Kong. 
• Staging races and other events like Chinese Opera 
and Tin Hau offering helps to promote local culture. 
• By creating a multi-functional complex in the area, a 
center of focus is formed. It would then provide a place 
for interaction of different kinds of people. 
• It is expected to be used by a wide cross section of the 
population and helps to strengthen the links within the 
local community. 
2. Functional Aspect 
• The center of focus creates a bright, lively neighbor-
hood space at the waterfront away from the narrow 
channel where local residents can gather at any time. 
• The smooth gesture contrasts the existing cityscape 
of concrete and glass, offering a soft and attractive area 
consisting of water and light. 
• In a mixed development, the Fisherina can serve to 
highlight the contrast between tension and relaxation, 
activity and calm, and the mundane and the unusual. 
3. Social Aspect 
• Due to the nature of the water lives, boat people were 
discriminated and the dissociation is lessened with the 
migration of water people to land. Similarly, the disso-
ciation can also be resolved with the migration of the 
land people to the water. 
• The young generation is so well protected that they 
belittle the hardship of life and the concern of the vi-
able treasure around them. The urban relief provi-
sion indeed helps to teach a valuable lesson. 
. It offers favourable contribution to the urban develop-
ment. 
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BACKGROUND Outline of Process 



















Fishery and Marina Related Activities 





Problems and Opportunities 
Limited Land vs. Unlimited Water 
Passive in Water vs. Active on Land 
Single Function vs. Multi-Function 
Static vs. Dynamic 
Old Image vs. New Age 
Experience vs. Experiment 
Dissocaiation vs. Association 
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OUTLINE OF PR 
RESEARCH 
The research mainly targeted on the change 
of the fishing community in Hong Kong. The 
sources are obtained from books, newspaper, 
interviews as well as from the internet. 
ISSUES STUDIES 
The research mainly targeted on the change 
of the fishing community in Hong Kong. The 
studies include the change of the community 
as a whole with the development of Hong 
Kong, to the change of the associated matters 
like believes and fishing methods, 
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CASE STUDIES 
S U M V m V 
The case studies are categorized into 4 types. 
They are: 
1. Experiencing Natural Lives 
2. Development of Fishing port 
3. Waterfront Development 
4. Architecturally Related Studies 
In Case 1，methodologies in terms of program 
and activities are studies. 
In Case 2, studies are focused on how tradi-
tional fishing ports fit in the urban context. 
In Case 3, strategies dealt with waterfront are 
studied. 
In Case 4，issues architecturally related to the 
projects are studied. 
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BACKGROUND 
HISTORICAL 
The history of Hong Kong has great con-
nection to the sea. It was believed that the 
first inhabitants of Hong Kong were de-
pended on the sea for living. With time past, 
the connection transformed. What is re-
called is not the proud maritime heritage 
anymore, but the revenue generated from 
the on board trading. 
Late 13th century. 
/A 





ishing was more profitable than farming that peasants give up farming 
for fishing. 
1938 
Ho:JSff Fi03ling Villi 
With the attack of the Japanese, 







After the defeat, the community recovered very fast. 





With urbanization, much of the land is reclaimed 
give up their business. 
丨 970's 




m m m 
ndustrialization and commerciajizat「o7rnTaES"Sil)IIiFi^Fa7Jro"GTi: 
tinue. 
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BACKGROUND C U L T U R A L 
The characteristic fishing communities in fact reveals the culture and 
history of Hong Kong. It identifies the water people, the land people 
and our place, Hong Kong, as well. Yet, modernization, urbanization 
and civilization have caused an irreversible reaction to the commu-
nity, towards its end, without replacement. The loss of the symbol 
would represent the alienation of the past, present and future. 
Our losing cultural and natural heritage. 
S O C I A L 
With the effects of modenization and civilization, people has forgot-
ten and even lost the most primitive and elementary way of lives. 
Yet，in some ways, they tend to seek or trace back the simple living 
of the past. They would like to escape from the busy urban life and 
seek relax in the natural world, enjoying the treasure that they would 
not find in the urban world. 
The simple living attitute 
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CLIENTS 
DIFFERENT PARTIES 
Hong Kong Tourist Associa-
tion (HKTA) 
Fish Marketing Organization 
(FM〇） 
Hong Kong, A New Era 
http://www.info.goy.hk/afd/fish/capture, htm 
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COOPERATION OF PARTIES 
DIFFERENT PROFILE 
Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA)' 
The Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA) was established by the 
government in 1957 to develop Hong Kong as a visitor destination. 
It promotes the improvement of visitor facilities, secure overseas 
publicity for the SAR's attractions and advises the government on 
tourism-related matters. Over the past 40 years, the HKTA has 
worked closely with both local and international tour operators and 
travel agents, providing information, support advice and a host of 
other services, enabling them to market Hong Kong effectively to 
their clients. 
Fish Marketing Organization (FMO)' 
The Fish Marketing Organization is a non-government trading body 
set up in October 1945 to rehabilitate the fishing fleet at the end of 
the Pacific War. It is a non-profit-making organization administered 
by the Director of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
The Organization provides orderly marketing for both the fishermen 
and retailers of marine fish. Seven wholesale fish markets are run 
by the Organization. Revenue is obtained from a seven per cent 
commission on sales. The surplus earnings are ploughed back into 
the primary sector of the industry in the form of low-interest loans 
for productive purposes, market improvements, support for schools 
managed for the benefit of fishermen children and the award of schol-
arships for tertiary education. Since the Fish Marketing Organiza-
tion Loan Fund was established in 1946，loans totalling $258 million 
have been issued. 
CLIENTS 
OONCMN 
Constraints on Growth in the Region and 
Challenges for Hong Kong 
Travel and Tourism was among Hong 
Kong's largest forgien exchange earners in 
the service industries. Travel and tourism 
together generated a total of HK$90.8 bil-
lion in gross receipts in 1997. Looking be-
yond the current tourism downturn in Hong 
Kong, 4 key constraints are addressed to 
be resolved: inward investment, cost and 
price competitiveness, manpower and em-
ployment, environmental quality. Concern-
ing environment quality, with the anticipated 
dramatic urban growth, it is important that 
tourism assets, such as our natural and ar-
chitectural heritage, as well as the environ-
mental quality of air, water and the land-
scape are protected. In this way, there 
should be a comprehensive policy frame-
work and coordinated strategic actions to 
be formulated to facilitate the industry's re-
sponse to the challenges in the next cen-
tury. 
Hong Kong Tourist Associa-
tion (HKTA) 
A Statistical Review of Tourism 1997, Hong 
Kong Tourism Association 
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There was a significant drop in visitors visiting Hong Kong in 1997. 







The significant drop in number of visitors lead to a drop in the money 
return also. 
COOPERATION OF PARTIES 
DEMOGRAPHY 
The number of fisher-
men dropped with the 
war and increased af-
ter the war. Since 
1960, the number of 
fishmen dropped over 
several decades. 
No. of Fishing 
Vessels (Thousand) 
The number of fishing 
vessels dropped with 
the war and increased 
after the war. Since 
1960，the number of 
fishmen dropped over 
several decades. 
Estimated Local Production of Fish 
hem Unit 
Fish and fish preparations 
Fish (fresh, chilled or frozen) 
Mar ine fish ⑶ 
Freshwater fish 
Fish (dried, salted or smoked) 
Mar ine fish 
Crustaceans and molluscs (fresh 
salted, etc) 





mollusc products and preparations tonnes 




















(3) Includc cultured marine fish, 
I Fisheries Department. 
(For enquiries, please calJ the Census a I Statisucs Department. Enquiry Telephone : 
As a whole, the local production of fish is decreasing over the past 
few years. 
Fish Marketing Organization 
(FM〇） 
Hong Kong Year Book (1946-98) 
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CLIENTS 
CONCMN 
Declining Fishing Business 
After the Pacific War, the introduction of low 
interest loan by the Fish Marketing Organi-
zation in 1946 helped fishing vessels to 
undergo mechanization. In return, the pro-
duction as well as the production values rise 
dramatically. 
In early 70’s’ industrial and commercial de-
velopment caused a decline in the fishing 
industry. The development attracted many 
fishermen to work on land. The housing de-
velopment at the same time further en-
hanced the movement. In fact, the boat 
people regards water lives as unsafe and 
insecure. Also, the lack of education of the 
young generation was suggested to con-
tinue the discrimination of the land people 
to the boat people. Therefore, some of the 
boat people would prefer to change to live 
on land. 
Though so, the Government's policy of pro-
moting the fishery industry and sustainable 
use of fishery resources continues, so as 
the aids for the fishers. 
However, in order to maintain a steady sup-
ply of fish to Hong Kong, much resources 
must be put in providing infrastmctural sup-
port services to promote efficient and sus-
tainable production of the local capture fish-
ery and aquaculture industry. Instead of 
depending on the fishers solely, it is the re-
sponsibility of the general public to support 
the essential traditional industry, which con-
stitutes one of Hong Kong's most important 
primary products. 
\ 
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CLIENTS COOPERATION OF PARTIES 
Over the past years, the Hong Kong Tourist Association has 
worked closely with its member tour operators to encourage 
the cooperative operation of HKTA tours as well as the devel-
opment of new tour products. Also, they work with other orga-
nizations like the Provisional Regional Council, Hong Kong 
Sports Development Board and Television Broadcast to orga-
nize series of new and established events to promote Hong 
Kong. 
Grasp this chance, the Agricultural and Fisheries Department 
has commissioned the FM〇 to cooperate with the HKTA. The 
task is to use the traditional industry of fishing, which has both 
cultural and historical value, as a mean of providing attractions 
to the tourists, and local visitors as well, and hence, enhancing 
the charisma of Hong Kong. The job opportunities, revenue 
and other profits so generated would hopefully benefit both 
industries. 
O B J E C T I V E S 
The project is intended to ensure that the fishing industry and recre-
ational users can coexist. And, by establishing facilities that can link 
up with the region's tourism industry, the fisherina will hopefully serve 
to strengthen the regional economy. 
R O L E S 
The funding of the project basically comes from the HKSAR. The 
Hong Kong Tourist Association will help in administration and coordi-
nation in establishing the Fisherina, and any promotion activities re-
lated, while the FMO would in charge of the daily operation. 
usms This project is intended serve urban people and it is targeted at tour-ists. It is expected to benefit local people as well, especially neigh-
boring residents, as well as commuters and boat people. 
BASIC STATISTICS DEMOGRAPHY^ 
Findings: 
The majority of visitors are of senior white 
collars, in the age of 26-45, for vacation pur-
pose. 
In this way, more vital activities can be pro-
vided in the Fisherina. Also, typical visitors 
facilities which has commercial values like 
gift shops, exhibition areas and viewing tow-
ers can also be provided to generate rev-
enue. 
Bv Piup<i50 of Visit 
1 9 9 6 ：乂 1 9 9 7 
The majority of visitors are of vacation purpose. 
B v O c i ; i i ( » a t i < ) n 
1996 i 】(W 
IT忍 
The majority of visitors are of senior white collars. 
釅 
5 A Statistical Review of Tourism 1997, Hong 
Kong Tourism Association 
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The majority of visitors 
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The eight places are the most popular sce-
nic spots for tourists. Besides sightseeing, 
these places also incoporate entertainment 
and commercial facilities. 
Places Visited in Hong Kong 
1996 & 1997 
A Statistical Review of Tourism 1997, 
Hong Kong Tourism Association 
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ill 
A Statistical Review of Tourism 1997, 
Hong Kong Tourism Association 
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Visitors spend most on buying luxuries. 
⑶， 
Other K绝 
. r j , M ( 
usms 
SPENDING PATTERN 
Knowing the spending pattern, the facilities 
in the building can be drawn up more effec-
tively and hence the program of the build-
ing. 
Findings: 
Visitors spend around $2000 a day on av-
erage. Most of the money is spent on shop-
ping. More than 15% s spent on food, en-
tertainment and tours. 
DEMOGRAPHY^ 
V i s i t o r S p e i u i i i i g Pa l t e r n 
1 9 9 6 & 1 9 9 7 
旅客itrft校式 
Visitors spend most on shopping. 
M;irkS Ire,35 Expenditure on Main Shopping Categories 1996 & 1997 
勢
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a：：个绝 
Visitors in general spends around $2000 a 
day. 




• bases of the deep sea fishing crafts, 
trawlers and long liners, 
• whole population, together with land 
dweller, run into tens of thousands. 
Fishing villages are:-
• based upon small villages in the shel-
tered bays around coasts and islands 
of New Territories, 
• small 丨and and water population, to-
gether totalling a few hundreds or at 
most a few thousands. 
Here, the fishing towns are considered as 
site options instead of the fishing villages 
because:-
• The data was published in 1967，and 
many of the fishing villages were de-
stroyed afterwards for different rea-
sons. 
• Effects of urbanization, modenization 
and civilization are comparatively 
smaller on fishing towns than on fish-
ing villages, le. Much essence of the 
fishing communities can be retained. 
SITE SELECTION 
According to "A General Survey of Boat People in Hong Kong" by 
Hiroaki Kani，there are altogether 26 fishing centers in Hong Kong. 5 
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Fig . 10. M a p showing the dis t r ibut ion of fishing boat peopl 
Fishing Towns 
1. Aberdeen, Hong Kong 
Island 
Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong 
Island 
Cheung Chau 
Castle Peak, New Territo-
ries 
5. Yau Ma Tei, Kowloon 
Fishing Villages 
1. Deep Water Bay 
2. Stanley 
3. Sha Tau Kok 
4. Kat 〇 
5. Tap Mun 
6. Tai Po 
7. Shatin 
8. Sai Kung 
9. Po Toi 〇 
10. Hang Hau 
11. Kowloon Bay 
12. Tuen Mun San Hui 
13. Castle Peak Temporary 
Typhoon Shelter 
14. Tai Lam Chung 
15. Tsing Lung Tau 
16. Sham Tseng 
17. Tsing Yi Island Typhoon 
Shelter 
18. Lamma Island 
19. Ping chau 
20. Mui Wo 
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OPTION BRIEF 
Aberdeen 
The old fishing town of Aberdeen has traditionally been included on 
the Hong Kong Island tourist route, but recent changes have been 
so sweeping that many visitors feel it is hardly worth a special visit. 
The area is fast developing into an urban-industrial district. Yet, noisy 
sampan ladies, floating restaurants, shipyards and temples still char-
acterize the place. 
Shaukeiwan 
Shaukeiwan was for a long time a small fishing village persistently 
targeted by pirates, the most notorious of whom was based on the 
mainland opposite at Lei Yue Mun. Shaukeiwan today is the base of 
Hong Kong's second largest fishing fleet (Aberdeen's is bigger) and 
a densely populated residential area. The traditional craft of junk 
building carries on in Aldrich Bay, but there is much new industry as 
well. 
Cheung Chau 
Cheung Chau has a thriving fishing community. For hundreds of 
years, the island was the haunt of pirates, traders and smugglers. 
Today, with an area covering 2.5 knf，it has almost double the popu-
lation of Lantau Island. Its main street buzzes with the activity of a 
vibrant market, with plenty of food and drink stalls for the hot and 
footsore visitors. 
Castle Peak 
With the deep seabed in the port，the Castle Peak Bay was the stag-
ing post for vessels going in and out of China. Yet, due to urban 
development in the Tuen Mun area，only a typhoon shelter is left for 
the boats. 
Yau Ma Tei 
The Yau Ma Tei Typhoon Shelter was built in 1915 after a disastrous 
typhoon and today is home to hundreds of families. The boat people 
have suffered badly from discrimination. Today, the community is 
shrinking as many of the young generation, no longer victims of dis-
crimination, prefer to live on land. The community is almost self-
sufficient with its shop sampans, barbers, schools, doctors and so 
on. Some of the older junks are magnificent and serve not only as 
the homes of generations, but also for their dogs, chickens and in-
variably a small Tin Hau Shrine wherein a light burns continuously. 







A. Aberdeen, Hong Kong Island 
B. Shaukeiwan, Hong Kong Island 
C. Cheung Chau 
D. Castle Peak, New Territories 
E. Yau Ma Tei，Kowloon 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
1. With cultural and historical values. 
2. Good zone for public use. 
3. Prominent spatial relationship. 
4. Good view to the surrounding. 
5. High visibility from the nearby. 
6. Easy access for users. 
7. Minimum environmental impact. 
8. Link with region's tourism industries. 









Aberdeen is therfore be chosen as the site. 
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ABERDE DEVELOPMENT 
Aberdeen is one of Hong Kong's oldest settlements. For cen-
turies, fishing junks dotted the waters of China's south esatern 
coastlne and aberdeen Harbors served as their shelter and 
homeport. 
The harbour, one of the b i g g e s t fishing base of Hong Kong, 
pictorizes the lives of thousands of Water People. Houseboats, 
sampans and large sailing junks line both sides of the harbour, 
while towards the center are the colorful floating restaurants 
that are so popular with tourists and residents alike. The water-
front venues rituals concerning fishing career, such as the 
dragon boat racing and the Tin Hau Festival. It is also the 
junction between the fisherman's lifestyle and the ordinary 
citizen's lifestyle. The place is teeming with life, as it did one 
hundred years ago. 
In the town itself, the harbor's maritime traditions are evident in 
chandlers' stores and seafarers' temples, the oldest of which 
(built in 1851) is dedicated to Tin Hau, goddess of the sea. 
Over the other side of the harbor is Ap Lei Chau. To one side of 
the island's old village lie various family run boat-yards that 
specialize in making and repairing junks. The foreshore pro-
vide spectacular views of Aberdeen harbor. 
1846 
1920、 
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Fig. 8. Climatic conditions in Hong"Kong. 
I 
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WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION 
CLIMATE 
Rainfall 
The rain season is around May to Septem-
ber, which accounts for about 80% of the 
total rainfall. 
Temperature 
Temperature increases with the rain season. 
In summer, the average temperature gets 
nearly to 30°C. In winter, the temperature 
is around 13°C. The temperature difference 
at sunrise and sunset is larger in summer 
than in winter. 
Humidity 
The relative humidity of Hong Kong is quite 
high. The mean is about 78%. In summer, 
the relative humidity can be as high as 80% 
but get to relatively low in winter. 
Sunlight 
The number of hours of sunshine is higher 
in summer than in winter and the mean an-
nual hours of sunshine is about 2000 hours. 
Wind and Typhoon 
The prevailing wind is southwesternly or 
southly in summer. In winter, Hong Kong is 
affected by the northern, eastern and north-
eastern wind. In summertime, typhoon oc-
curs more frequently and the wind speed 
can be up to more than 100km/h. 
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R E A S O N S 
The Central Part: This has the richest sense of fishing community. Yet, previous reclamations have left the 
typhoon shelter only a narrow channel and the busy place is heavily polluted. 
West End: The west end of the typhoon shelter has already been used as gas station and cargo handling 
area. The environment is not desirable for the Fisherina. 
South End: The channel is wider at the south end. The concave coast hosts a number of abandoned 
shipyards and parked boats. The neighboring environment is 丨ess destroyed. 
The South End of the Aberdeen Typhoon Shelter is considered to have nice environment and with p o t e n t i a l . 
The Concave Coast: It is facing west and that the coast is dominant by pleasure boats and fishing crafts 
occasionally. 
The Convex Coast: It is facing east and the topography (including the water current, wind direction) enables 
a better environment. 
Therefore, the CONVEX COAST on the Ap Lei Chau is chosen and with its CONCAVE PART as the site. 
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PROBLEMS 
LIMITED LAND 
The waterfront has been reclaimed for 
several times and the neighboring area 
has been developed intensively in the 
year past. Land that can be used for 
further development is very limited in-
deed. 
Water in fact is unlimited in this case. 
Facilities required can then be extended 
to the water. 
UNLIMITED WATER 
PASSIVE IN WATER 
Life on board is passive and activities 
are limited to the area defined while 
activities on land are far more freely. In 
fact，we can encourage the interaction 
of water with human activities on land 
or vice versa. 
ACTIVE ON LAND 
SINGLE FUNCTION 
i i i i w i i p i i i 
i n •； t 
The waterfront has been developed into 
a very compact manner while the ends 
of the Aberdeen Harbor is comparatively 
less dense. Instead of reclaiming the 
harbor, lightly used space can be made 
use of to serve different water or even 
land activities. 
MULTI-FUNCTION 
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The water lives is considered to have 
dissociated from the land for a long time. 
Though it is now fusing with the land, 
discrimination and difference in social 
hierarchy continues. 
Interactive means of activites can then 
be used to encourage the association 
of the outcomers with the inhabitants. 






For the past years, the Aberdeen Har-
bor had been reclaimed several times 
that only a narrow channel between 
Aberdeen and Apleichau is left for cir-
culation and parking of junks. Instead 
of introducing static objects in the har-
bor, movable ones can be provided 
which can circulate along the harbor to 
eliminate obstruction over the existing 
structures. 
Much of the fishing related industries in 
the harbor died with urbanization. Yet, 
they still occupies space in the harbor. 
New ideas or concepts can then be in-





The fishing lives have a long history and 
it takes a long time to understand the 
business and culture. Rather to tell the 
story by the experienced fishers, visitors 
can be encouraged to participate in their 













Issue 1: Continuity 
Issue 2: Amiability 
Issue 3: Naturalness 
Issue 4: Image 
Issue 5: Convenience 
Issue 6: Education 
Summaries 




Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
SITE LOCATION 
t ) 
The site is located at the South Aberdeen Ty-
phoon Shelter. Opposite the coast is the Ab-
erdeen Marine Club and a series of shipyards. 
There is also a series of shipyards 
neighbouring the site. The famous Jumbo 
Floating Restaurant is right at the east of the 
site. 
The project in fact do not take up existing land. 
It uses the concave coast which is right next to 
the existing seawall. By building at the con-
cave coast, the water can then be circulated 
better in the area and hence lessen the extent 




NOHG C H U K H A N G / 
M ^ L E I C H A U 
酔港仔/黃竹坑/鴨脷洲 
lEI CHAU 
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 
The site in fact is on the water right next to the seawall. The whole Ap Lei 
Chau provides natural protection for the site against strong wind. The 
view to the Marine Club as well as the Ocean Park and the open sea, 
forms a nice setting for the area. Also, the proximity and accessibility to 
different scenic spots in the district enhance the importance of the project. 
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CONSTRAINTS PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS 
EXTENSION TO THE SEA 
As the area is quite close to the passage in the water 
channel, the extension to the sea has to be carefully dealt 
with. 
POLLUTION 
The existing concave coast is used as a parking area for 
boats that do not move out very often. The water quality 
therefore gets even worse. Therefore, polllution factors 
have to be considered carefully before any construction 
in the area is carried out. 
COMPENSATE THE EXISTING USERS 
Previous reclamations have decreased the number of 
boats that can be parked in the area. Construction over 
the water would further eliminating the parking area for 
boats. Therefore, extra parking area has to be provided 
in order to maintain the number of parking lots. 
S T A U T U T O R Y R E Q U I R E 
M E N T S 
Fisherina Aberdeen 23 
OZP 
At present, the site is recorded as a part of the Aberdeen 
Typhoon Shelter and is used as a parking area for boats. 
Any development in the area would narrow down the 
channel and that approval has to be applied. 
MARINE DEPARTMENT 
The Marine Department has defined the boundary on 
the water which cannot be obstructed so as to ensure 
safety passage. 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION DEPARTMENT 
Due to the poor water quality in the Aberdeen Harbor, 
the EPD is implementing the following control in the area: 
Waste Pollution Control Ordinance 
Sewage Master Plan 
Southern Water Control Zone 




Issue 1: Continuity 
Goal Statement 
PR1: Visual Links 
PR2: Historical and Cultural Uses 
Issue 2: Amiability 
Goal Statement 
PR1: Design of Revetment 
PR2: Design of Breakwater 
PR3: Proximity to the Water 
Issue 3: Naturalness 
Goal Statement 
PR1: Consideration of the Climate 
PR2: Preservation of Water Quality and Lo-
cal Ecosystems 
Issue 4: Image 
Goal Statement 
PR1: Harmony with the Region 
PR2: The Establishment of Landmarks 
Issue 5: Convenience 
Goal Statement 
PR1: Practical Comfort that Improve User 
Comfort 
PR2: Pleasurable Amenities 
PR3: Liveliness 
PR4: Focus of Entertainment 
Issue 6: Education 
Goal Statement 
PR1: Addressing Issues 
PR2: Set Model 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
MISSION This project is intended to offer a diorama where visitors are given the chance to enjoy the abundant sheltered coastal waters combin-
ing education with the pleasure associated with the fishing commu-
nity. 
The Fisherina aims at recalling man's age-old calling for the sea 
through participating in the lives of the fishing community. Through 
participation, users will not only learn to appreciate the vanishing 
community but also learn to preserve the nature. 
ISSUES CONTINUITY: LINKAGE WITH THE 
lOAM 
Performance Requirements 
1 Visual Links 
The facilities should be organized that 
users can enjoy an uninterrupted view 
of the city or the waterfront from the in-
side of the building. 
Goal Statement: The Fisherina should provide linkage with the town 
in terms of physical, visual and cultural settings that influences of the 
water and local area are readily discernable. 
A - - - " > 1 
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Visual Link with 
the Street 
Link with the Inside 






Link with Buildings in View Framed by Choose Colors to 
the Adjacent Area Buildings and Trees Harmonize with the 
Sourroundings 
H i s t o r i c a l and Cultural Uses 
The historic and cultural buildings 
should be restored and converted that 
the local topography, environment and 
tradition can be retained 
View to the Water not Ob-
structed by Buildings 
Using a Part of 
the Existing Port 
• //<:、-.... •. 
.n "ffi ： 
. 八 
Preservation of His- Restoring and Convert-
torical Structure ing Historical Struc-
tures for Other Uses 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 










1 D e s i g n of the Revetment 
The revetment should be of natural ma-
terials and give psychological reassur-
ance to the visitors. 
r 
飞 j J w 
Tree Planted 
Revetment 
• A B I L I T Y : AN ACCESSIBLE WA-
TERFRONT 
Goal Statement: The place should be safe and friendly to encour-
age visitors to approach to the water area or othen/vise come easily 
into contact with it. 
2 Design of the B r e a k w a t e r 
The breakwater should be landscaped 
to add character to the environment 
other than just protect the shore from 
waves and tides. It should also be de-
signed to preserve elements of the 
natural environment. 
3 P r o x i m i t y to the H/afe厂 
There should be good transportation and 
visual connection to the adjacent town 
that people can easily approach both the 
water and the building. 









P r e s e r v e 
Unique Scenery 
of the Area 
A Park on the Breakwater 
• v 
, ‘ x. 
I 
Follies at Harbor 
Side 
A Plaza Facing 
the Harbor 
^ 一 ^ 
Promenade on 
the Water 
A Terrace on the 
Revetment 
i S p -
Sandbeach Re- Gently Sloping Stone-
vetm㊀nt cover Revetmont 
a ‘ip uu 
Transitable Break-
water - Allows Sea 





• U R A L N E S S : A PROPER REGARD 
FOR THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
Goal Statement: The Fisherina should minimize the effects on wa-
ter quality and local ecosystems. 
Performance Requirements 
1 C o n s i d e r a t i o n of the Climate 
Facilities and activities should be af-
fected by weather as minimum as pos-
sible. 
2 Preservation of IVater Quality and Lo-
cal Ecosystems 
Effective and environmentally sound 
means should be used to keep the wa-




Protective Glass Screen Protective Screen of Trees 
to Avoid Strong Wind 
广 
Cleaning Ship to 
Remove Gar-
bage from Water 
Broad walk to Main-






ment to Maintain the 
Ecosystem 
； 、 < ： ： : 
Sandbeach Revetment 
to Enhance the Water 
Purification Process 




4MAGE: SCENERY CREATION 
Goal Statement: The Fisherina should be designed to generate a 
comfortable and home-like feeling. 
Performace Requirements 
1 Harmony with the Region 
The place should integrate with the sur-
rounding region. 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
a 
Blend with Scale 











to Other Uses 
The Establishment of Landmarks 
The building design should make full 
use of its location and the area's re-
gional character to harmonize with the 
adjacent town. 







Mast Lines Match the 
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Improve Visibility 








Goal Statement: The Fisherina should be easy to use and conve-
nient, provide a range of well thought-out service facilities. 
Performance Requirements: 
1 P r a c t i c a l C o m f o r t that I m p r o v e User 
Comfort 
Range of facilities or activities that visi-
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Handrails as Counters 
for Waterfront Meals 
Apartment on Pier 
v l v v




r ~ r 
Minimum Distur-
bances to the View 
of the Water Area 
2 Pleasurable Amenities 
There should be a wide range of 
facilites to suit the needs of different 
user groups. 
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Food Court 
飞 - J 
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1 A d d r e s s i n g Issues 
The facilities should encourage maxi-










2 Set Model 
The Fisherina itself should be 











Use Products of 
Recycled Mate-
rials 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
3 Liveliness 
Facilities and Activities should be 
teemed with life as those of the fishing 
community. B H i 产 
Markets Night Time Spectacles Staging of Events 
Focus of Entertainment 
Themes, can be historical or regional, 
should be incorporated to produce a 




View of Large Graph- Monuments or Special 
ics on Opposite Shore Street Furniture 





EDUCATION: AWARENESS OF TREA-
SURES 
Goal Statement: The Fisherina should provide extremely clear, 
simple and interesting information to arouse visitors' awareness of 
the natural and cultural heritage. 
八 i J 
Main Space ISSOm^ 
Fishing Activit ies 200m2 
Sail Workshop lOOm^ 
Storage lOOm^ 
Food Making SOOm^  
Production Area 
Sunning Area 
Exhibit ion sOOm^ 







Fish Market 250m2 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
SUMMARY ACCOMMODATION SCHEDULE 
The Fisherina basically serves two types of people, 
tourists and local people. 
According to the statistics from the Census and Sta-
tistics Department, there are 10,406,000 visitors vis-
ited Hong Kong in 1997，about 23% have visited Aber-
deen. Therefore, there are about 6500 people per day. 
Assuming that 20% of the tourist would go to the 
Fisherina and the Fisherina is opened 10 hours a day. 
The Fisherina then has to hold for about 130 tourists 
in an hour. 
Assuming half of the visitors are local people. The 
Fisherina would then have to serve about 260 people 
in an hour. 
“ t
 . „ [ n 
- M t e r O f f i c e 
Management Space 1010m2 










Telephone Switch Room 
F.S. Control 
Others 710m2 
Parking and Berths (4x70@) 280m2 
40% Circulation 100m2 
Total 3550m2 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
Supporting Facilities 990m2 
Restaurant SSOm^ 
Open Cafe/ Sitting 2^0rr)' 
Kitchen ISOm^ 




Tourist Information Office 
Service Area lOOm^ 
Washrooms 
Janitors' Closets 
Cleaning Equipment Storage 
Trash Room 
X X A D fc' C T t l A f 舊 I 
^ ^
 • 邏 i ^ ^ ^ ) 
COST ESTIMATION 
Making use of some existing features and 
available resources, the 621 Om^ develop-
ment can be done in a more economical 
way. 
Despite the development on water and the 
Fish Market, as well as the berths involved, 
the total development area would make up 
to2180m2. 
Total DevelopmentArea 






MAKE USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
2. LINK UP SERIES OF SCENIC SPOTS 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
3. FIXED BUILDING WITH MOVABLE COMPONENTS 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
4. EXTENSION OF LAND TO HOUSE DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
5. MULTI-USAGE 
P L A 1 ? 卿 
________ 
E _ 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
SPATIA ATIONSHIP 
The different activities can be located at different locations 
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Zoning Diagram 
As the main access is from the 
north, the north part is set as a com-
mercial area which can help to at-
tract visitors. Also, the commercial 
facilities can benefit local users as 
well. 
Since the south part is closer to the 
passage and therefore is less pol-
luted, the area is set for fishery ac-
tivities. 
The middle part is used as a tran-
sition area where visitors would be 
introduced knowledge about fish-
eries. 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 3550m2 
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
S T A G E C O N C E P T 
The project tends to make use of the 
abandoned shipyards at the Typhoon 
Shelter. With the configuration and 
the location of the site, 2 concepts 
have been set: linear development 
and waves at shore. 
Linear development. Waves at shore. 
(MrtB：舰 „ 




The planning is as described in the zoning dia-
gram. The slope to the water is used as sun-
ning area for the food factory at the south end. 
Besides road access, there are also 6 jetties 
where access to the building can be by water 
routes. 
Fisherina Aberdeen 6 Total 350m2 
S T A G E 
The lower level is assigned for commercial use. Provided that it is used 
as a cafe, sitting outdoor enables closer contact with the water. 
As the lower level is set for commercial uses, the upper floor can be used 
as residence for the shop owners, just like Hong Kong in the old days. 
、s being said, the slope is used as a sunning area for the food factory. 
Also, minor production can also make use of the ground for sunning and 
other uses. 
• ^ I P i f ^ H 
The lower level is assigned for office/commercial uses, while the upper 
floor can be used as hostel for the visitors. 
S T A G E 2 O P T I O N 
After careful consideration, the area that leads to the 
shipyards may be more suitable as the water quality is 
better and the passage is less obstructed. 
_ M j 
With boat storage 
which provide another 
kind of enjoyment to 
the visitors. 
L4 Sketch Plan 
ftii I 
L3 Sketch Plan ft Sketch Plan L1 Sketch Plan 
Left: The building is an extension of land. 
Below: Approaching the building from 
water. 
Right: Approachin the building from land. 
The building is an extension of land 
Fisherina Aberdeen, 33 
S T A G E 2 O P T I O N 2 
Unified with the existing shipyards 
The option takes similar configuration of the 
existing shipyards. 
The option tends to provide a continuation of the exist-
ing shipyards, so as to form a unified whole for the 
whole context. 
WWWm 1 
The building takes up the seaside of the access road which helps to draw 
visitors to the building. 
The low rise building unified with the neighboring shipyard 
The length of the wings depend on the distance to the passage. 
D E V E L O P M E N T 
Base upon the 2 options, Option 1 has more thorough consideration of 
the program while Option 2 respond to the context better. The develop-
ment would then base on Option 2 with the considerations in Option 1. 
Fisherina Aberdeen, 33 
S T A G E 3 This is the development from Option 2 in Stage 2. 
The building takes the form of the existing 
shipyards and the extensions are based 






Upperfbor (Access Floor) Plan 
J3H 
•nft 
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Lower Floor Plan 
Series of structure create the feel of an 
inverted boat. 
Sketches of the structural frame. 
Fisherina Aberdeen 33 
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The structural frame is like the ribs of hull. Being inside the building is just 
like being inside an inverted boat. 
Floor plans of different levels. 
Level T Ran 
In stage 3，the building though reveals the context, but 
does not really serve the needs. Therefore, it was 
modified and was developed to the end of the project. 
乂 ' 
Level 4 Plan 
c . Ufun ；'HHrta 
Level 3 Plan 
0 
Level 2 Plan 
S T A G E 4 
In this option, the building is mainly 
divided into 3 parts, the market, the 
gallery and the workshop. The 
market is located along the ac-
cess road. The workshop is lo-
cated on the north and the gallery 
serves as the conncctor between 
the workshop and the market. 
Access can be from all the 3 build-
ings, depending on the means of 
access. When travelling by ve-
hicles, the access is from the mar-
ket; sampan access would lead to 
the gallery while access from sail 
boat would lead to the workshop. 
The broadwalk which lead to the 
workshop has a Tin Hau altar on 
its east end. With the Tin Hau 
statue facing south to the open 
sea, those in the building can have 
a view to the side of the Tin Hau. 
Fisherina Aberdeen 34 
Floor plans of different levels. 
J i t 
… i l l 
At the bottom of the workshop building is a open courtyard which 
can also used as a open theatre for performance like Chinese Op-
era. Connecting the gallery and the workshop is a restaurant and 
above is the sunning area for the workshop. 
_ IP _ 
STAGE4(Cont.) 
Series of structure holding teflon mem-
branes form the enclosure for the gallery 
and the market. 
_ 
ill • 
囊 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 纖 
養 • i n i i i 
Visitors can easily recognized the 
gallery while approaching. 
The narrow channel allows sam-
pan to stop and is convenient for 
the water people. 
Series of structure embellish the 
waterfront. 
虛 'AL. A ：言 c 
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Sections 
FIsherina Aberdeen 34 
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I j : f^LOTlLM 
I I • 
The boats are held by I-beams crossed at 120°, placing at 3m apart. 
> 
Cross section of the market building. The flotilla is right above the 
market. 
STAGE4(Cont . ) 
The market is in fact the main study 
body of the building. Besides mar-
ket, it is also served as a flotilla. 
The flotilla is right above the mar-
ket. When walking in the market, 
visitors are able to see a row of 
boat right above them. It would be 
difficult to get such interesting feel-
ing in other places. As the market 
is not enclosed, it helps to dry the 
boats. The flotilla can store boats 
up to 8m. 
The boats are moved to the flotilla 
by means of a series of pulley sys-
tem. Firstly, the boat is lifted up by 
pulleys and is moved to the end 
the market. It is then lowered to 
the ground for dealing. After that, 
it would be moved down the slope 
to the water. After used, the boat 
is dried on the slope and is moved 
back to the flotilla by means of pul-
leys. 
The enclosure of the market is 
formed by mounting teflon mem-
brane over a steel beam. The 
curvature of the steel beam is fixed 
by the cables and a steel rod at its 
end. As the teflon membrane 
does not cover the whole structure, 
it enables some visual contact to 
the flotilla for those approaching 
from the road, drawing their atten-
tion and hence the interest to the 
building. 
Sketch details for the connection of the curve beam of the market 
and the gallery to the ground. 
FIsherina Aberdeen 34 
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Modification: 
The access to the gallery 
would be by ramp directly 
to the middle part of L2, 
then back to L1 at the front 
end and back to L2 at the 
end of the building. 
A core is set at the middle 
of the restaurant to maxi-
mize window seats and 
the convenient for loading 
and unloading. 
The roofs of the water fac-
ing parts are curved to ad-
dress the water waves 
which is less apparent in 
the Typhoon Shelter. 
Ramp study. 
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CASE STUDIES Case i: Experiencing Natural Lives 
A) Chi Hang Farm, New Territories, Hong Kong 
B) Tea Garden, New Territories, Hong Kong 
C) The Junior Union Farm, New Territories, Hong Kong 
D) Stupid Farm, New Territories, Hong Kong 
E) Lychee Farm, New Territories, Hong Kong 
F) Aloe Vera Park, New Territories, Hong Kong 
Case II: Development of Fishing Port 
A) Portfino, Italy 
B) Sete, France 
C) Belle lie (La Palais/ Sauzon), France 
D) South Street Seaport, New York, U.S.A. 
Case III: Waterfront Development 
A) Bayside Market Place and Mia Marina, Miami, 
Florida, U.S.A. 
B) Pier 39, San Francisco, U.S.A. 
C) Jacksonville Landing, Jacksonville, Florida, U.S.A. 
Case IV: Architecturally Related Studies 
A) Skansen 
B) Maritime Musuem, Macau 
C) Harbor Mission, Hong Kong 
Fresh vegetables are cropped, cooked and eaten right away, 
Making strawman is a valuable 
experience for children. 
Self-made bread is Bread is baked with 
of different shapes, charcoal fire box, 
The geese m the farm are not for 
eating! 
《二：《曼 
You can renfa ^ece of land to fa7m! 
‘ , ‘ i ^ ‘ 乂 , 參 矢 狡 二 焚 : “ f t 
The visitors are free to enjoy the The organic fertilizer provides fertilizers for 
sweet soup provided. the whole farm. 
EXPERIENCING NATURAL LIVES 
Organic farming explanafon and demonstration 
CASE I 
A)CHIHANGFARMI 
It is a private owned organic farm located in 
Sheung Shui. During weekends and holi-
days, it will organize day trips for those who 
are interested in experiencing farming lives. 
Theme: Organic Farming 
Program: 
• Organic Farm 
Glass House 





Organic Farming Explanation 
Making Flour from Wheat. 
Wheat Bread Making 
Making Strawman. 
Making Crafts. 
Farming in the Field. 
Buffet of Organic Food. 
Coaching for Farming 
Interested people are welcomed to rent a 
piece of field to farm himself. 
Findings: 
• Essence of the hard farming life is ab-
stracted and presented to the public. 
• The site is to be kept as natural as pos-
sible. Even the oven is made from brick 
and use charcoal as fuel. 
• "Less is more!" Few simple structures 
are enough to keep the place natural. 
The happiest time comes from the fruitful moment 
Eat and Travel Weekly, Eat and Travel Weekly 
比丨丨Company Limited, no. 28,14/8/98 













Farmstead for Fowls 
Pottery Room 
Tree House 
Wild Camp Facilities 
Activities: 
Chinese Folk Songs 
Tea Meal 
Fresh Vegetable Cooking 
Fishing 




• Activities not related to "Tea" are also 
included to increase the interest of the 
visitors. 
• The culture of "Tea" is not only ex-
pressed through "boiling", but also 
through planting and eating. 
EXPERIENCING NATURAL LIVES 
Nice experience of tea making. 
-r* , 2 ^gf a门d Travel Weekly, Eat and Travel Weekly 
f Company Limited, no, 28,14/8/98 
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Leaves are cut to make tea 
Freshly cropped fruits are eaten with tea 
I 輸 
Chickens are free to walk around. 
趣 1 ‘ ‘ 
Ginger flowers are cooked 
with fresh gingers, 
Enjoy the specially made tea! 
Have you ever been like this'? 
r 
EXPERIENCING NATURAL LIVES 
暴 :•如 : : : 炸”， - A , 
‘vil 小 V 兮 • i.: n a >4、'：?；> !：>- K 射培 
f梦？、，：匆.妙 
mmiM^m 
The containers host di f ferent 
treasrueable species, like turtles, dino-
saur eggs and butterflies. 
Millions of bees are kept in the farm. 
The instructor is introduc-
ing the bees. 
• • i i： 
The family farm during weekends. 
〜Cows are rarely seen by urban 
彳 people. 
CASE I 
C) THE JUNIOR UNION 
FARIVP 
The farm has 2 different zones in Sai Kung. 
Theme: Organic Farming 
Zone 1 Program: 
• BBQ Spaces 
• Playground 
Zone 2 Program: 
Tuck Shop 
Specimens of Insects 
Specimens of Marine Lives 
Farmstead for Domestic Animals 
Bee Hives 
Activities: 
• Coaching for Farming 
• Feeding Animals 
• Visiting Specimen Exhibition 
• BBQ 
Findings: 
• Empasis is being put on rarely seen or 
experience subjects like bee breeding, 
specimens exhibition and farming. 
These are the reasons why urban 
people are attracted. 
• The process of production is kept as 
short as possible while the harvest time 
comes immediately. 
i J 
The super model doesn't like to stay 
in urban area. 
.舉—3 Sunday Weekly, no. 46,17/10/98 
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Have you seen this in the city? 
n t u f 卜 ！妒小牛 
、卞I 
. l i 
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i 
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Our stupid farmer has been a farmer for 
several decades. The farm indeed en-
tertain the urban people as well as him-
self. 'Stupid'?! 
The 'stupid' farmer likes his work very 
much. 
Have you seen this in the city? 
Hardly see leaves that big in the city. 
Lovely flowers rarely appear in 
the cities. 
Program: 
• Planting Fields for Different Vegetable 
Species. 
Activities: 
. Coaching for Farming 
• Farming Different Vegetable Species 
. B B Q 
Findings: 
. The rarely seen species the farmer 
taught attracts visitors. 
• The skillful farmer, as well as teacher, 
ensures the right techniques taught and 
safety in the farm. 
• Simple structures in the farm is conve-
nient for maintenance and helps to pre-
serve a natural sense. 
,4 Sunday Weekly, no. 46,17/10/98 ‘ f ' 
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CASE I 
D) STUPID FARM4 
This is a private farm in Kam Tin, Yuen Long. 
The owner himself is a farmer and he 
teaches in the farm as well. The major spe-
cies he teaches are less common in the mar-
ket which interest the learners very much. 
Theme: Organic Farming 
EXPERIENCING NATURAL LIVES 
As this is a privately owned 
farm, the faci l i t ies are 
simple and primitive. Yet, 
after the'lesson', 'students' 
are welcomed to have bar-
becue here to end up their 
primitive farming day. 
Generally, the fruits here are larger than 
those in the markets. 
Generally, the fruits'here are larger than 
those in the markets. 
？广 VitV < 
Different species of lychee, green in color. 
_ 
enjoying in the farm, visitors 
welcomed to horse riding school 
nearby. 
kept in the farm. 
EXPERIENCING NATURAL LIVES CASE I 
E) LYCHEE FARM5 
It is part of a vacation home program. The 
vacation home program includes a vacation 
home, a breeding field, a race coarse, the 
lychee farm and office, all located sparsely 
at Tai Tong Road in Yuen Long. 







Spaceport for Model Plane 
Homestead for Ostriches 
Activities: 
• Horse Riding Training 
• Ostriches Visits 
• Vegetable Farming 
• Fruits Harvesting 
• Fishing 
• Model Plane Games 
Findings: 
• Attractions are not only come from the 
fruits in the orchid, but also the neigh-
boring activities provided. 
• The natural experience in the farm 
mainly comes from enjoying the har-
vest, but not in participating in the pro-
duction part. 
• Experience in other parts of the com-
plex come from the enjoyment also. 
Horse riding, ostriches visits, all are for 
leisure more than for experiencing natu-
ral lives. 
m ' ^ M 
- 下 ； ’ • ‘ 
Fishing Pond. 
Eat and Travel Weekly, Eat and Travel 
Weekly Company Limited, no. 28,14/8/98 
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CASE I 
F) ALOE VERA PARK® 
Theme: Aloe Vera 
Program: 
Aloe Vera Field 
Aloe Vera Beauty Center 











• The enjoyment in the park comes 
mainly from getting relax from the ur-
ban lives. They can be served and en-
joy the natual environment under the 
sun. 
• Aloe vera is presented as a source of 
beauty and it is this reason that visitors 
are attracted. 
• Visitors are welcomed to buy a piece 
of aloe vera and plant it at home. Yet, 
visitors still enjoy to take a day off in 
the park, especially female. 
EXPERIENCING NATURAL LIVES 
Visitors are free to make fruit juice with 
aloe vera. 
Chopped vera mixed with other materi-
als can nourish skins naturally. 
Aloe vera need much sunlight. It cannot survive under coldness. 
The Aloe Vera park is a rather low 
dense place. 
6 Eat and Travel Weekly, Eat and Travel 
f l l ^ - , ^ ^ Weekly Company Limited, no. 28,14/8/98 
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CASE 
A) PORTFINO, ITALY? 
Portfino is a naturally sheltered fishing port. 
In 1935, a law was passed to protect the 
valuable ecosystems of the mountains be-
hind the port from the effects of the 
devevelopment. In order to remain the natu-
ral heritage, the port was developed into a 
public park with designated natural reserve, 
which now becomes a popular tourist spot. 
A promenade is run along the morrings. 
Along the moorings is a row of boutiques, 
cafe terraces, restaurants and hotels. Due 
to the proximity to the mountains, there is 
only a single row of buildings, with Portfino 
Castle and the churches of Saint George 
and Saint Martino, all popular stops for vis-
iting yatchsmen. 
The human scale, color and texture of the 
scenery, made up of fishing boats, yachts, 
water, people and mountains, account for 
the identity of the fishing town. The neat 
and ordered facades of the dwellings nearby 
further enrich the cityscape. 
DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL FISH-
ING PORT 
Boats and the city coexist peacefully in 
Portfino. 
The city cafe and small bay form a 
picturesque scene. 
Yachts moored in the office 
The waterfront is always bustling with people 
walking along the promenade. 
Road going to the church from the Waterfront, 
square. 
Town Planning with Pleasure Harbor, Akio 
Kuroyanagi, Process Architecture Co., Ltd. 
1994 
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View of the harbor exit from the hill 
DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL FISH-
NGPORT 
" ^ S i S f 丄、•广 rt：^ 
I- “ Yachting practice. 
袖 M i l 
Moored yacht. 
Downtown development. 
Canal and downtown, 
CASE 
B)SETE, FRANCE® 
Sete is an old town with fishing port on the 
French coast. Over the past decades, it has 
been developed into a tourist destination. 
The port hosts a number of cultural and tour-
ist facilities, such as the Theater of the Sea, 
an outdoor theater with mediterranean act-
ing as a backdrop, and the Paul Valery 
Museum. It is also pushed ahead with the 
construction of a modern urban infrastruc-
ture, including an underground car park 
beneath the canals. A high-tech industrial 
prak called "Aquatechnique" is also devel-
oped to symbolise Sete's efforts to become 
a thriving thourist destination as well as a 
culturally rich town offering good residen-
tial and infrastructural facilities. 
Despite the efforts put forward for a tourist 
destination, Sete remains its position as an 
important commercial port as well as one 
of the finest fishing ports on the Mediterra-
nean coast. 
Site plan. 
8 Town Planning with Pleasure Harbor, Akio 
Kuroyanagi, Process Architecture Co., Ltd. 
1994 
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CASE 
C) BELLE ILE, FRANCE 9 
Marina facilities on the island of Belle lie 
are located in the harbors at Le Palais, the 
gateway tothe island, and at Sauzon, which 
is located on the northwest. 
The harbor at Le Palais has been skillfully 
engineered making full use of the natural 
topography. The harbor is divided into 3 
dinstinct areas for different purposes. The 
first water area is deepest and is used 
mainly as an anchorage for ferries and visi-
tor yachts. The second water area is mainly 
used for unloading fishing boats and moor-
ing yachts of the local residents. The third 
water area is actually divided in 2 by tide 
control floodgates. The area in front serves 
moored boat, unloading and repair facilities. 
The far area is equipped with a floating pier 
for 45 yachts and boats. 
Sauzon stays in the north of the island. It 
first gained fame as a home port for pirates. 
Then in about 1830，at the height of sar-
dine fishing era, a breakwater was built and 
the town begain to grow. The present town 
retains much of the appearance of the old 
fishing village. 
In order to preserve the original appearance 
of the island, original surfaces must be re-
moved carefully and later replaced upon 
completion of constructions on the island 
like breakwaters or quays are not excluded. 
t ^ r : 
乂: 、： 
Town Planning with Pleasure Harbor, Akio 
Kuroyanagi, Process Architecture Co., Ltd. 
棚 Fisherina Aberdeen 52 
DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL FISH-
ING PORT 
' 書 ％ 
La PalaiT-Anchorage for fenTes 
)auzon - Once prospered through sar-
dine fishing. 
Row a rubber boat to a 
yacht. 
1 ^ ， : 痛 
vouban castle and the La Palais. 
寶 I 
Le Palais U Le Palais 
Siuzon - yreakwaterTs f f i T ^ S S l S S 盒 
der to show off features of the reclaimed land. 
Sauzon-A local girfwitha Le Palais - View of the m o r n / f ^ ^ k e t 
freshly caught fish in hand, 
on her way home. 
CASE 
D) SOUTH STREET SEA-
PORT, NEW YORK， 
U . S A ^ 
South Street Seaport was indeed not a fish-
ing port, but rather a port for streamship trad-
ing. The area declined with the transfer of 
the steamship lines to more efficient piers, 
leaving 11 blocks in the historic district. 
The idea of "museum of street" was to re-
store the 18th and 19th century architec-
ture and add suitable new infill structures. 
The new infill structures include the new 
Fulton Market and the Pier 17 Pavilion. 
Fulton Market, a 3 storey building of 60,000 
ft2’ opens to the street on all 4 sides. The 
simple vernacular materials and details 
used created the scale and texture of the 
Seaport area. The steel structure is faced 
with brick and granite, with porch-like dor-
mers that articulate its hipped metal roof. A 
corrugated metal awning, suspended from 
the facade and undulating to define major 
entrance, extends the main floor out into the 
street space. 
Pier 17 was separated from the "museum 
street" by an elevated expressway. A 30 ft 
wide promenade was then used to connect 
the Fulton Street pedestrian spine around 
Pier 17. The pier, a 3-storey steel framed, 
sheet metal-clad shed, restores sheltered 
public access to the river and its views, and 
encloses 150,000 ft^ of shops, restaurants, 
and food retailing. On the top floor shel-
tered terraces afford dramatic views of the 





難 ： 、 
、劣 
m The Fulton Street pedestrian spine 
fills with live activities, 
Process Architecture: Benjamin Thompson 1 
Associates (No. 89), Murotani Bunji, Process 
Architecture Co., Ltd., 1990 
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DEVELOPMENT OF TRADITIONAL FISH 
ING PORT 
Pier 17, the East River and the Brooklyn Bridge The exterior color scheme recalls 
provide an appropriate setting for the South the entire maritime tradition of 
Street Seaport Museum's Ship 
_ 
II ： 
brightly painted bold forms. 
, 《 一 德 
The mam floor of the Fulton 




lic use is restored. 
Sheltered terraces afford dramatic 
views of the harbor and bridges to the 
north. 
MARICET H A L L ^ -
Fulton Market offers food in every form, 
from the raw ingredients to stand-up 
snacks and restaurant dining. 
The Fulton Market (top of drawing) and 
Pier 17 (bottom) are separated by the 
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Buildings are located carefully to secure a 
good view from the bridge. The Marina and 
Pier Park can be seen from the market. 
Foreground Pier^Park is landscaped. Sightseeing boats 
South Pavilions Street performances at Promenade under the 
the flags in front of the en- shade of roof, 
trance. 
Market Plaza with North Pavilion m the Folies and fishing fleet, 
background. 
CASE III 
A) BAYSIDE MARKET 
P L A C E , M I A M I , 
FLORIDA, U.S.A.力 
The Bayside Marketplace development take 
into the account of the scale and linkage 
between the city and the Biscayne Bay wa-
terfront. The buildings, public marina, fish-
ing boat moorings and bayside park are all 
combined to form a unified whole. The build-
ings surround an open public plaza with an 
open market made up of small stores and 
stalls around a central square. Perfor-
mances at the outdoor stage and 
sightseeing boats all combine to give the 
plaza a bustling, energetic atmosphere. The 
lighting, graphics and flags also help liven 
up the shopping area. The buildings only 
have simple designs and their materials, 
structures and details take account of the 
four seasons enjoyed by the subtropical lo-
cation. 
Restaurants, stores and cafes which make 
full use of the waterfront location,are located 
in the South Paviion. They are designed to 
allow views to the marina and the boats on 
the open sea. Unlike traditional shopping 
malls, the central passage which carries 
most of the pedestrain traffic in the pavilion 
is an outdoor space shaded by canopies. 
Only the restaurants and stores are air-con-
ditioned, while all the open cafes are natu-
rally ventilated. 
The promenades and follies on the beach 
allow a variety of views and encourage ac-
tivities on the water's edge. These facilities 
have been designed around the edge of the 
marina. The water of the marina is sur-
rounded by a landscaped quay park, and 
the pier is situated opposite the market so 
that visitors can enjoy viewing the moored 
yachts and boats. 
Process Architecture: Composition of Oce-
anic Architecture (No. 96j, Murotani Bunji, 
Process Architecture Co., Ltd. 
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CASE 
B) PIER 39, SAN FRAN-
CISCO, U .SA^ 
Pier 39 covers 18 ha including connected 
premises and houses, 11 restaurants, 120 
speciality shops, play facilities, a marina with 
360 berths, a parking lot for 1000 cars, and 
a waterfront park extending over 21050m2. 
The major characteristic of the design is the 
attractively composed commercial area 
which uses the unusual features of a pier to 
best advantage. The pedestria routes 
through the ground and the second floors 
help to create a pleasant shopping area with 
a great variety of stores and entertainment 
facilities. An open space stretches linearly 
through the complex with a view of San 
Francisco at the end. All the pedestrian 
decks are paved with wood. Although this 
multi-use building with its pitched roof is 
new, the use of old wood from a pier serves 
to give it the atmosphere of an old harbor, 
quite distinct from that of the city center com-
mercial area. 
Z 动 H 祸 誓 
12 Process Architecture: Composition of Oceanic 
Architecture (No. 96), Murotani Bunji, Pro-
cess Architecture Co., Ltd. 
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WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT 
Ah over view of Pier erths for different kinds of 
boats are attached to the 
commercial facilities. 
ferent c o m m e r ^ l activities are located on The outermost part of the Pier forms a 
the renovated old pier. great relaxation space for visitors. 
It is the greatest fascination for commercial space to mix persons' eyes with eye-
stops and various up and down. 
Entrance. The new buildings are made with old 
wood. 
Walkway as a gallery Steps as sheets. 
Jacksonville Landing was the catalyst 
for a revival of the city's downtwon. 
^^ ‘ I J 
> 〜 ： , 少 二 





U . S A ^ 
Jacksonville was once famous of steamship 
trading. It was then the intention to reani-
mate the city's long abandoned riverfront 
with a vitality that was last experienced dur-
ing the hayday of the turn of the century 
steamship trade. 
The Jacksonville Landing is a mixed use of 
riverfront development of retail shops, res-
taurants, and food markets on a 6.5 acre 
former parking lot. The 2-storey horseshoe-
shaped structure defines a broad public pi-
azza on the St. John River. It is an urban 
park for day and night, with shops, cafes, 
restaurant and the waterfront promenade. 
The promenade is landscaped to allow en-
joyment of the river. There are also tables 
for casual picnicking on trellised porches ad-
jacent to the second storey food hall, over-
looking the piazza and river beyond. Plea-
sure boats dock at the riverside of this 
space, which is frequently animated by lo-
cal festivals, concerts, art fairs and perform-
ers. 
The tectonic language of the building recalls 
the indigenous architectural expression of 
the nothern Florida. Overhanging eaves 
provides shade from the hot summer sun, 
covered arcades and porches invite cool 
breezes, and clerestories allow abundant 
natural light to the filter through to the inte-
rior shopping streets and and food markets. 
The Jacksonville Landing has lead to such 
a revitalization of downtown activity that the 
city center has become an area of dynamic 
retail growth. It has also established the St. 
John river as a resource for year round pub-
lic enjoyment. 
13 Process Architecture: Benjamin Thompson 1 
“Associates (No. 89), Murotani Bunji, Process 
Architecture Co., Ltd., 1990 
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The Jacksonville Landing meets the St. John River 
with a brick paved public promenade. 
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The organization helps to liven the space. 
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Skansen was the first open air museum in 
the world. It was founded in 1981 byArtur 
Hazelius, with the aim of showing how 
people lived and worked in the past in dif-
ferent parts of Sweden. The museum is on 
the island of Djurgarden in Stockholm, a site 
known as Skansen (meaning "the fort"), on 
an account of all the small fort built in the 
1810s for the Prince Oskar and his officers 
as a base for defence exercises. 
In Skansen, farmsteads, post office, church 
and windmill etc. are rebuilt where people 
behaves in these houses as they 'did' be-
fore. The visitors would wander in the area 
'paticipating' the 'local lives'. 
CASE IV ARCHITECTURALLY RELATED STUDIES 
！-,1:1， 
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The origins of some Skansen's buildings. 
The church is decorated for Har-
vest Festival. 
Skansen, Ralph Edenheim, Scala Publica-
tions Limited, 1995 a, • 
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j p n n g p i o u g ^ i n front of Seglora ch^urc Skane geese are fed in front of the 
Skane farmstead. 
Reaping in front of the farm-
house. 
The maypole in front 
of the farmstead re-
mains in place all 
year, as is the practice 
in Dalarna. 
Cultivated and wild flowers 
that are of cultural and his-
torical interest are planted. 
The blacksmith working 
on 18th century designs 
in the smithy. 
CASE IV 
B) MARITIME MUSEUM, 
IW\CAU 
The Maritime Museum stands next to Wharf 
No. 1 and opposite the A-Ma Temple, where 
it was virtually the spot where the Portu-
guese first landed. The main building is de-
signed to suggest stylised sails. Part of the 
collection focuses on the fishing industry, 
which is common throughout the region. 
Another section of the museum is dedicated 
to the journeys of 2 outstanding explorers -
Vasco da Gama and Zheng He. The mu-
seum also features vessels from later peri-
ods. 
Besides typical furniture for exhibition, there 
are 2 specially constructed set pieces that 
bring old Macau into sharp focus. One is a 
television-style light box illustrating the story 
of A-Ma. The other is a bas relief of Macau 
as it was in the 17th century, in the city's 
golden age. 
The former Wharf No.1 is used for real-life 
floating exhibits. These include a tugboat, 
a lorcha, a dragon boat and a fishing junk 
which is also used as sightseeing tour. 
ARCHITECTURALLY RELATED STUDIES 
An old junk is used as a 
sightseeing boat for the visi-
tors. 
The movable stages features "The story of the Macau 
Temple". 
This is the model of the home 
a typical fisher in Macau. 
% 、、、 
Models of ships andlnstruments used are shown in 
exhibit cabinets. 
Different themes are featured 
on different floors. 
The development of ships 
y " are shown with series of 
二‘ models and is explained 
video of different lan-
； guages. 
Right: The aquarium of-
fers information of 
aquatic life as well as re-
laxation for the visitors. 
Below: The open space outside the museum is used as a seat-
ing area covered with tent structure. 
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CASE IV 
C) HARBOR MISSION, 
HONGKONG 
The Southern District is an important fish-
ing port for Hong Kong. With the large num-
ber of fishermen, the religion parties found 
that it would be very helpful if they spread 
the Gospel here. Yet, it is hard for the party 
to work with the mobile community. In re-
turn, they developed a "Gospel Junk" which 
worked on the sea with the community. 
In 1912，Mr. Sun Yat Sun suggested that 
the boat people also had the right to vote, 
yet, they needed to be educated first. 
In 1912，the Youth Community planned to 
provide civil education to the boat people 
and at the same time, preaching the Gos-
pel of God. 
The "Gospel Junk" started work in 1913. It 
was different from other ordinary mission 
places. It worked as a gathering space for 
the fishers while the religion party organized 
activities like song singing, study groups and 
books sales. The Gospel was taught 
through the activities. 
In 1917，another new Gospel Junk provided 
other activities like school and clinic. While 
the Gospel Junk is away, members could 
stay in the Harbor Mission Station on land. 
It, as the first Gospel Junk, worked as a 
gathering place for the fishers, as well as 
the administration office for the religion party. 
ARCHITECTURALLY RELATED STUDIES 
Harbor Mission School. 
Gospel Junk of the Harbor Mission with priest preaching to the fisher-
men, about 20's to 30’s. 
Statement of accounts and annual report 
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Poster of Promotion for 
charity activity oftheHar-
bo「Mission, 1950's. 
NTERVIEW I A RETIRED FISHERMAN 





13/ 09/ 1998 
1100 - 1300 
Mr. Lee's Home 
Mr Lee and his grandson 
Selina Lam Fung Ki 
In this interview, information related to the 
lives of fishermen, believes, the fish marker 
and other related subjects are got. The in-
formation is as on the right: 
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Lives on the junks: 
• Those have flats on land will leave the family on land and work 
on the junks. 
• Junks with generators can support air conditioners, refrigera-
tors, radio, hi-fi and television etc. 
The junk people can communicate with phones. 
Television needs fine tunes and hence video tapes are more 
common. 
The junk people will leave the junks when they return to the 
harbor. 
The junk people would not put expensive properties on the junks. 
The junk people would keep dogs for security reasons. 
When going on trips, the junk people would chat, playing cards 
and repair nets, during their leisure time. 
Children born on the junks do not have birth certificates. 
When staying on land, the junk people tend to enjoy activities 
which they cannot have on junks, like going to the restaurant. 
Those in the field are familiar with each other. 
When the junk people go to the land, they either go by sampan 
or place their junk close to the jetty. 
. Potable water is very precious on junks that the junk people 
would use it carefully. They only use a little pot of water to wash 
their face and even shower. The used water will be poured into 
the harbor. 
• The junk people, especially the fishers, usually have a salty 
smell. 
• There are sampans going around in the harbor selling bottles 
of water. 
• Usually the junks will stay in the harbor for a few days and go 
sails again. 
. During the time of stay, the junk people would make deals in 
the fish market with the goods they have. They will also pre-
pare food, water and other equipment for the next trip. 
. In the past, some fishers would commit smuggling when going 
on trips. 
. Fishers tend to stay on land because living on land is more 
convenient than living in the junks. 
Right now, there are about 1000 people living in the junks. 
Food: 
As the junks have to sail for more than 10 days a trip, the junks 
would keep lots of water and food for the trip. 
Besides fishes, vegetables and meat would be bought before 
the trip starts. 
As there were no refrigerators, the meet have to be preserved 
with salt. 
The fish caught also had to be preserved with salt before they 
were sent to the fish market. 
Usually for 100kg fish, 30kg salt is used to preserve the fish. 
With the installation of generator, the junks can keep the fish 
fresh with refrigerator. Also, they would have large refrigerator 
to reserve food for any trips. 
Fishers are usually very keen on eating certain kind of fish, 
usually those costly ones. 
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Festivals and Believes: 
• In the old days, they will not turn the fish on a dish. Now, this is 
not common any more. 
• Usually, men are less suspicious than women because women 
worry about their husbands working outside. 
• They will have ancestral altars on the junks. 
• The ancestral altars serve the ancestors and Tin Hau, the sea 
goddess, and other gods, but not the Earth God. 
• During Tin Hau Festival, the fishermen will go back to their ori-
gins to celebrate the festival. For the Tin Hau Festival in other 
places, they may only burn incense on the junks. (The date of 
the festival varies from place to place.) 
• Since there are a lot of Tin Hau Temples in Hong Kong, it is very 
common that the landed junk people go to the temples to cel-
ebrate the festivals. 
• They observe the Ghost Festival that they will bum incense, 
paper clothes, paper money and offer food to the hungry ghosts 
even they are offshore. 
. During the Dragon Boat Festival, the fishing fleet will form teams 
joining the dragon boat race. 
• Some of the junk people will come back to celebrate the Mid-
Autumn Festival which Chinese believe that to be a festival for 
family reunion. 
• Nearly all the junks will come back to celebrate the Chinese 
New Year. This is the main holidays they have in a year. 
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The Fish Market: 
• There are 8 fish markets in Hong Kong. 
• The fish market opens at about 0400 to about 0900, After 1000, 
the market mainly deals salted seafood. The fish market re-
mains quiet in the afternoon. 
• Deals not carried out in the Fish Market are illegal. 
• Seafood restaurants like Jumbo make deals with the fishers 
outside the Fish Market to limit cost. 
• The Aberdeen Fish Market has the largest scale. Seafood not 
being sold in other fish markets can be found in the Aberdeen 
Fish Market. 
Education: 
• The Fish Cooperation would collect funds and support schools 
for the children of the fishers. 
• For those live in the junks, they will only go to the school when 
the fishing fleet stay in the harbor. 
• For those who have a flat on the land, the children can go to 
school as other children do. 
• Most of the fishers are not well educated as they do not have 
much chance to go to school. 
• With little knowledge, the fishers sometimes may have difficul-
ties in dealing with the machines and tools on the junks. Also, 
as fishing is tough, they generally wish their offspring to have 
better education and hence wider choice of work. 
Support from Parties: 
• The Cooperation would collect funds from the fishers and sup-
port them in fields like education. 
• The Fishing Cooperation, supported by the Government, help 
the industry with low interest loan. 
• Those with properties on land would have higher prestige and 
hence can get more loan from the Gooperation. 
• The junks are free to station in the typhoon shelter. (Except 
pay to the triads during Chinese New Year.) 
• The junk people are welcomed to apply for public housing. The 
junks are not count as properties even they own the junks. 
• The junk people do not have to pay tax. 
NTERVIEW 
Interviewee 1: Ch'en Chu Hua, 72，a 
tired fisherman. 
Interviewee 2: See-tu Fu, 67，a boat 
builder in Ap Lei Chau Island. 
Interviewee 3: Lai Kum Choi, a sampan 
rower in Aberdeen Harbor. 
彳5 Aberdeen, Werner Hanh, The Perennial 
Press Hong Kong, 1964 
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6 P E O P L E F R O M A B E R -
D E E N 1 5 
The Modern Fishing Equipment 
The modern fishing equipment has helped the industry a lot. Depth-finder, 
radar make fishing a lot easier; diesel engines and twin-screw propellers 
keep the sail in good condition; modern insulation fitted the fish-hold well. 
The Work and the Leisure 
Chu Hua's junk usually pairs with another. Together they leave at about 2 
a.m. and return at 8p.m. the same day. Sometimes, trips may last a week or 
more. While fishing, Chu Hua sleeps, rests and listens to the radio. Three 
times a day the net is put down for about four hours each time. The catch is 
then transferred to a smaller vessel which takes the fish to the market. 
The Resettlement 
He and his 2 sons thought their happiness and freedom would lost with the 
life on shore. The engine can already provide them a sleep on junk even 
during sail and strong wind. 
Prospect 
Fishing is a hard life. These days, if a man has five sons, only 1 or 2 will 
• way «f4if». ^Bit^ht (»nts«iA^G»ci« 
it means to be the boss of their own boat. 
The Work 
Depending on the type and the weather, in general, an 80-foot fishing junk 
can be done in 2 months. It may last for 30 years. 
Almost all ships built at Aberdeen shipyards are fishing junks. A few plea-
sure craft are built for foreigners who are in a hurry. No orders for living 
boats anymore as f ishermen are resettled on the land. 
Young generations are taught with modern boat designs at Aberdeen. He 
himself employs the same eye and rule-of-thumb methods he was taught in 
China. It has been used for generations. 
Prospect 
The days of shipbuilding without plans and blueprints are numbered. He 
has seen the younger men forego old-fashioned tools, such as hand drills, 
in favor of modern power saws and electric drills. He knows modern anti-
fouling paint protects the wood much longer than his method of using bundles 
• I fum^^hf i f 2Ppfoee«s^ftot/if fci^^fri^. ^ e t t ^ i f ttialf 
the younger workers have a genuine love for the work. 
The Work 
She rows fishermen and their families between ship and shore; occassionally 
she also transports cargo. 
She sometimes is hired by the tourists for an hour's sightseeing around 
Aberdeen. 
The Marriage 
It was took place in Aberdeen's floating marriage hall. It is less than 50 
yards from the pier. It was about the same as weddings on land but there 
were 3 days of feasts instead of just one. 
The Resettlement 
She preferred living aboard on the junk where there was more room and on 
rent to pay. 
Superstitions 
There was an accidental fire at the Jumbo Floating Restaurant and 36 people 
died. Ghosts were thought to have wandered around in the area. 
Prospect 
As the channel is becoming narrower and more congested, business is harder 
than before. Price for sampan rides rises with the increasing living cost. 
These made sampan workers difficult to make a living, Besides, parents 
qm rPliint^nt tn IPt thpir nhilrlmn inin in thP inrluc t^rv/ — 
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Interviewee 6: Kuo, Chin Sheng，20， 
young floating generation. 
The Work 
He works on aboard a shrimp-catching junk and earns about $800 a month, 
plus room and board. He spends 10 to 15 days at sea, then rest for 2 days 
between trips. 
The Live Aboard 
His room consists of 2 sleeping mats, a bare light bulb, neatly piled clothing 
and boots and a few personal belongings. It is impossible to stand; even 
sitting is accomplished with difficulty. 
Besides radio, his entertainment consists of mahjong and reading. Children 
aboard on junks have no toys to play and are left to amuse themselves. 
They also play with dogs and cats on junks. 
The Resettlement 
Besides recognizing the troubles ahead for fishing, he has no interest in 
living on the land. 
Prospect 
Fishing industry is becoming more modern and the rising cost o fd iesel fuel 
makes fishing less profitable. 
If the fishers are muscular and healthy enough, they can probably catch 
enough fish to earn a good living. 
Interviewee 4: Mrs. Leung, a resettled 
boat people. 
The Gain 
Life on shore is less strenuous. 
Children can go to school and that they would not fall into water. 
Husband can work with more regular hours and the work is less tiring. More-
over, income is more steady. 
The Lost 
The family don't seem together as much as they were. Children go to school; 
husband go to work; she herself stays in the flat. 
The land is lawlessness and neighbors are lack of kindness. 
Feel lonely on land. 
The excitement of seeing nets full of fish emerge from the dark water had 
lost. 
Prospect 
Pollution, bad weather and intensive fishing on the Continental Shelf has 
caused the number o f f i sh to decline. 
Statistics shows that the number of f ishermen is declining from 50,000 in 
1971 to 45,000 in 1972and is expected to drop with each successive years. 
Interviewee 5: Wong Kao, 45, a f ish 
buyer. 
The Work 
He rises up at 4:30 every morning to buy fish from the Aberdeen Wholesale 
Fish Market. 
The Auction 
The fish is sold at auction or, in the interests of efficiency, by negotiated 
sales. Slips of paper with the buyers' names begin to appear in several 
baskets o f f i sh . And, in a few others, buyers have illegally sprinkled spe-
cially colored confetti, signifying their intention to buy those particular bas-
kets. 
The Market 
There are now 7 markets in Hong Kong, Aberdeen, Shau, Kei Wan, Cheung 
Sha Wan, Sai Kung, Tai Po, Sha Tau Kok and Castle Peak. The market 
was opened in 1945. 
The market takes a 6% commission to cover handling charges. Since it is a 
non-profit organization, profits are used in granting loans to fishermen or 
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ACCOMMODATION SCHEDULE 
The Fisherina basically serves two types of 
people, tourists and local people. 
According to the statistics from the Census and 
Statistics Department, there are 10,406,000 visi-
tors visited Hong Kong in 1997，about 23% have 
visited Aberdeen. Therefore, there are about 
6500 people per day. Assuming that 20% of 
the tourist would go to the Fisherina and the 
Fisherina is opened 10 hours a day. The 
Fisherina then has to hold for about 130 tourists 
in an hour. 
Assuming half of the visitors are local people. 
The Fisherina would then have to serve about 
260 people in an hour. 
Fishing Activity 
1 
l i i l 
Gafe/Sitting； 
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Telephone Switch Room 
F.S. Control 
Others 
Parking and Berths (4x70@) 
40% Circulation 
Total 
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Fig. 6. Diagrajnniatic a r r a n g c r n e T i t ^ of small-sized gill-neticr iii Sha 
KEY 1 Engine room, 2 Crab hold、 3 Fresh hsh hold, 
4 Galley, 5 Family living space. 
6 General hold, 7 Net hold, . 8 General hold, 
A Ji-tsai 耳f丁- or support, ].】 
hori/.onta] railing, 
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supplemcntarv board 
Fig. 4. Diagrammatic anaiigcmcnt 
of the sr.3. going long liner 
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nun, niaiii rriasi. r. roUcr for hokthiP" at I he miclrilf- TTnist.. 
rcL rudder. sauKsainpaii. 
sth, salt hold. Lp, top storev 
oil poop. vvh. frf'.sh water hold. 
1 5, rooms below ihc main 
deck for arcornniodation 
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Ke.v: 
./above； Diagrammatic arraiigemcnc of a hou:;c boat 
Aberdeen, (hdow) Us roof. Ex-pursc sr-ir.fr. i'-ngtit 
2 6 ' b ^ a n i 11' 6" kcL registered _ 7,48 tons, 
i iabkv.'arc hold, 1 i\K:l hold. 3 mai^ crials of plastic 
4 boat acccssariti held, 5 rniscciinTUOu：. hol(i， 
6 hoiicw, 7 doth hold, ^ wind 
water-proof ca nd riivrnanlLing. ami 
v-abi fixed wooden gable 
FiK- ：). Uiagi-ammatic an-a】i>^ t'rru:rit、<>( Hoklo Tcng in Tai Po. 
K^Y S Shelter or cabin, M Masi i Frrsh fish holfi. 
2 Xei hold, 3 Food 4 Gcnrvdl hold, 
5 Cloih stoj-j^ ,^ 6 CJalkv、 “ 7 W.C. 
For any of the boat people, the boat is his 
house, his home. 
A small boat is called a sampan. It is to be 
rowed with oars. A long boat with some sails 
is called a junk. The large junk is really a 
floating castle. It carries a lot of people as 
well as a lot of bulk. Therefore, in a large 
junk, there are under deck living quarters 
which the small boat do not provide. This 
part of the junk is divided into many small 
compartments and each will serve its own 
function. 
The rear parts are usually used for accom-
modation as the stern of the boat does not 
pitch as much as the bow of the boat in 
troubled water. The master cabin is in the 
very rear of the boat, somewhere near the 
rudder. This is the most crucial part of the 
boat and the man steering the course of the 
boat and responsible for its well-being is 
^ u r ^ right here. 




It measure the distance in feet from the ship's 
keel to its waterline. 
STABILITY 
All ships have a tendency to roll from side to side, particularly in 
stormy comditions. Therefore，it is very important to make the ship 
stable. The 2 common methods employed are automatic stabilizer 
and using center of gravity. 
RM 
ni otm thnt. can 
nght nself if；?丨s ？i^eled ov^ r. Whi^ n it is upright. ？ship's centers of graVny. G. and buov^ ncy, 8 3re m 
Itne. When th^ v^ a^^ A js tilled. 8 
—rxovtjs in nm dimcuo^ of tba ii\ox>0. 
s^f) i t s i J D w ^ r d 0uiih commruiii-
With G's dawnwtud forc<? to ri^ rjt 
iilup. sEab山ry is 
fey tne position of the metscenter. 
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When a boat is at「est，there are 2 forces acting on it, the 'Upthrust' 
and the 'Gravitational Force'. 
The water acts on all around of the submerged hull. The upward 
buoyancy exerted on the centerofthe hull is the upthrust, B. The upthrust 
is equal to the weight of fluid displaced. That is, the floating body dis-
places its own weight of fluid. 
/ / / / / I 




Waves can exert different kinds of effects on ships. The different kinds of 
motional effects are described as follows:-
A YAWII>JG MOTION 
This takes place if waves approach a ship at 
an agle from either bow or stern, causing it to 
change heading. The 2 drawings show a hull 
swung first to the left by the crest of wave and 
then to the right by the trough. The wave is 
moving in the direction shown by the arrows. 
\ \ .-V 
、、-
t / 
A ROLLING fVlOTlOW 
This occurs when waves approach the vessel from the side, causing it 
to rock back and forth. Stabilizing devices such as fixed bilge keels, 
anti-rolling tanks or hull fins, are now used on most modern ships to 
reduce its motion. 
P I T C H I N G M O T I O N 
This is the result of waves action that sends a vessel's bow and stern 
seesawing up and down. It is worst when the ship is driving into a rough 
head sea - climbing up one steep wave and slamming down into trough 
of the next. In extremely heavy seas, a ship may totally submerge its 
bow in a wave, as in the diagram at right. 
This is the lateral motion that occurs when a 
ship shifts from side to side on successive 
waves. 
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• UflCt 
This is the longitudinal motion of vessels as it speeds up and slows down 
when waves travel the length of its hull. 
This is the longitudinal motion of vessels as it speeds up and slows down 
when waves travel the length of its hull. 
；CHNICA 
STUDIES 
T I D A L I N F O R M A T I O N 
The Hong Kong Observatory is a department of the Government of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. It issues Hong Kong weather 
forecasts and warnings of weather-related hazards. It also monitors and 
makes assessments the tidal and astronomical information of Hong Kong. 
There are all together7 tide stations in Hong Kong. The locations are as 
follows: 
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ECHNICA 
STUDIES 
T I D A L I N F O R M A T I O N 
The tide changes with the gravity of the moon. That is, the level of the tide 
changes with different time of the day and different time of the year. Basi-
cally, high tide and low tide occur twice a day. The following is a sample 
of a prdicted tide chart at Quarry Bay from 20 Apr to 21 Apr. 
Eg. Predicted Tide Chart at Quarry Bay from 20 Apr to 21 Apr 




ao Db 12 
20/04/1999 
OD Ob 12 
21704/1999 
M 
H I G H T I D E / L O W T I D E 
According to the Almanac issued by the Hong Kong Observatory, the 
highest tide for Hong Kong in 1999 is +1780mm and the lowest tide for 
Hong Kong in 1999 is +100mm. The highest and lowest tide occurs as 
follows: 
High Tide Low Tide 
Date Time Date Time 
*23/12 2133 **14/6 1603 
24/12 2220 15/6 1655 
24/11 2151 **13/7 1559 
25/11 2233 14/7 1647 
26/11 2318 
=Ful l Moon 
二 New Moon 
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WINDATWORK 
When there is only 1 sail, the sail is faced with an angle with the wind 
direction so that the wind forces the ship to go. It is a simpler method of 
achieving and utilizing the wind. When more than 1 sail is used, pres-
sure forces is created between the gaps of the sails in additional to the 
normal wind force. When the wind blows, the wind pressure will in-
crease the speed and the sucking effect generated at the gap would suck 
the boat foreward. 
ECHNICAL 
STUDIES 
The Simplest Rig 
Early seamen used a borad surface for the 
wind to blow against. The "yard" on the mast 
kept the sail spread. 
Aerodynamics at Work 
The sail converts the wind's energy into for-
ward motion. 









The Points of Sailing 
The 3 main points of sailing are determined by the angle at which the boat is headed relative to 
the wind. 
Beating: When a boat is sailing as close to the wind as she can. 
Reaching: when the wind is on her beam. 
Running: When the wind is dead aft. 
Sails do work best when the boat is on broad reach, halfway between a reach and a run. 
When the average sail boat tries to sail closer than 45° to the wind, her sails stop working 
altogether. 
















The hull of the ship does not only keep the sea on the outside, but it 
also has to be the right shape to negotiate rough seas yet still be 
commercial to drive through the water. It has to provide a platform 
for fishing operations and be capable of withstanding the many 
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FLOATING BREAKWATER PATENT 
The floating breakwater Buckminster Fuller patented has the ability 
to absorb the energy of the ocean's waves and convert it into elec-
tricity. 
… “ FIG. 7 
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Sailing is the oldest methods moving boats and shipsas man power 
and wind were the only available source of power. However, the 
natural power is unreliable that it might blow too strongly or not in the 
right direction. Though sails are culled, it is still the 
symbol for boats and ships. h〜 
There are two types of sails, but they are usu-
ally mixed when use. 
In Hong Kong, the most popular 
color for sails is brown, while in-
digo blue has come into fashion 
since the war. 
THESAILCOMPONENtS 
ENGINE 
\ 々 4 》 淡 
A SIX cylinder Gardner diesel mounted on mas-
sive steel engine beds in a wooden hulled fish-
ing 
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Modern ships use engines instead of wind power. Mostly, fishing 
boats would use diesel or steam propeller engine. Others may use 
water jet engine or nuclear power engine. The basic mechanism is 
as follows: 
1 Air in: Air is intaken into the propeller for combustion by a spiral 
machine which acts like an air ventilator. 
Burning Fuel: The air is compressed to burn with the fuel and 
explode. The exhaust air is ejected through the chimney. 
Retardation: This part of the engine allows speed variation. 
2 
3 
A diesel powered outdrive unit. A hydraulic control valve which will control 








Closely packed sampans are the homes 
for lots of boat people. 
Waterfront sheds were usually woven with 
grass and propped up by wooded posts. 
Sampan sellers move along the harbonn theday! l ^ k e t days are mUH 
welcomed by the boat 
people. 
Women and children spend their days Eat and cook'orTFhe Women rows alfo. 
on the house boat. sampan 
Limited living space. Vast space in temple Play and get wash together in the 
什ont. open space. 
Water people usually have large fam- Limited space devel- The years spent so 
ily size, ops intimate relation- close to nature have 
ship. marked these people 
with a simple dignity. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
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Fishing boats moored to the slipways on return. Kids grew up in the small, con-
Kids were accustomed to climbing on their way gested world. 
home. 
Remove barnacles at the edd with Painting 
burning straws. 
瞧 了 〜 ， 
Cutting wood. 
Won in the auction. Sorting^and cleaning Cleaning. 
Tasty salted fish. Shrimp paste. 
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Chinese Opera is a com 
mon celebration activity 
The bell in the Tin Hau 
Temple was cas ted in 
Ching Dynasty. 
Above: A plate for asking 
happiness. 
Below: Atin made incense 
burner inside the Hung 
Shing Temple. 
Effigies in the form of thunder god, monkey god, general, Shui Yuet Kung. 
court official, drowned ancestor and noble lady, which are 
commonly placed on the boats by fishermen. 
；”广 
Hung Shing Temple T inH lau Temple. Tai Wong Ye 
statue. 
figy for the Hungry 
Ghost Festival. 
RJ 
Bun hills about 50 ft 
high were used to 
bless the fisherfolk. 
Procession in 
the Hung Shing 
Festival. 
. — — ， ： L . — — 
Incense offering for all festivals 
q n 











Old style fishing boat: Tai Ku Pen Teng. Old style tishing boat: medium long line 
Diesel-powered and fitted with cold storage 
equipment, junks of this type carry large 
crews, voyaging far from shore to fish in the 
international waters. 
The design of this junk places its ori-
gin in the Pearl River delta, south of 
Hong Kong. 
13 fishermen work this hand-line junk 
each man (or woman) handling from 60 
to 80 hooks on a line. Here, the sails 
are being reefed as they slip into port. 
Sampan is the major transportation con-
necting different boats and piers. 
Mechanized fishing vessel. 
繆A, 
Houseboat but not fishing ves-
sel. 
Ships are decorated for Tin Hau 
Festival, 
I m U M ' 




Dragon boats are all over the harbor during the 
Dragon Boat Festival. 
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Jumbo, a floating seafood restaurant and its connecting boat. 
：TRAWL'NET 
FISHING Trawling is the most productive technology 
and it most commonly used in Hoong Kong. 
It is similar to seine-net. Otter boards are 
added to keep the net oped while it is towed. 
Since it must be towed for extended peri-
ods of time, that boats and the engines are 
larger than in seine-netting. The typical crew 




GREAT LINE FISHING 
DRIFT-NET FISHING 
PURSE SEINING 
Fishing activities of the Aberdeen fishers are 
mainly conducted in the north part of the 
South China Seas and neighboring areas. 
Larger vessels are often fish in 650 kilome-
ters away from Hong Kong. The majority of 
the fishing vessels are manned by family 
members with the assistance of hired crew. 
Main fishing methods include trawling, lin-
ing, gill-netting and purse-seining with the 
majority of the total catch obtained through 
trawling. Different fishing methods depend 
on the species being caught and the types 
of vessels used. 
SEINE-NET FISHING 
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GREAT-UNE 
FISHING 
The line fishing method was mainly used in 
the old days when the boat design was at a 
very early stage. 
Fishing lines fastened to buoy attached to 
an anchored line are let out as the boat 
moves along. When the boat returned to 
the buoy, the fish are removed and hooks 
are rebaited. 
In the line fishing, each man cast and hauled 
his own line and the number of men de-
pended upon the boat's size. 
FISHING 
The drift-net is a gill net. if the fish are large 
enough, the net's mesh will trap them by the 
gills. Thus, only the mature of the spiecies 
is taken. 
The typical crew size for a herring boat was 
eight. Further, the number of tasks and 
hence the boat's division of labor is more 
differentiated than line fishing. Each man in 
the crew is responsible for one well defined 
set of tasks. 
PURSE SEINING 
Purse seining combines features of both the 
seine-netting and drift netting but on a more 
grandiose scale. 
A hugh net is used to surround a good 'mark' 
o f f i sh . The net is then drawn together like 
a purse and hauled alongside the boat. The 
fish are then pumped into the hold where 
they are refrigerated. 
The boat and the crew size is larger than 






^ F U q I 
Danish seining, or seine-net fishing was in-
troduced after World War I. The net has a 
wide mesh along its outer extremities, then 
it narrows to a smaller mesh at the "cod end". 
Two buoyed warp are fastened to the boat 
and the boat begins to run at full speed. The 
boat con t inues its run wh i le the net is 
heaved. . 
The size of the seine-net depends on the 
amount of the power the boat has. The crew 








1992 1996 r 1997 代 







The mainland of China 1,149 2,311 
(+101.13) 
f- 2柳 
Japan 1,324 2 ,383 
(+80.00) 
South East Asia 1,236 1,446 
(+17.0) 
•汽 339 
Taiwan 1,640 1,821 
(+11.04) 
USA 694 751 
(+8.21) 
感斷 
Room occupancy rate of 
hotels 
% 82 88 
(+7.31) 释 i 输 Hong Kong resident 
departures (1) 
thousands 2,238 3,445 
(+53.93) 
fc 3 ,756 
i + m ) 
Note: (1) Excludes visits to Macau and the mainland of China 
Please also see G E N E R A L N O T E S 
General Notes: 
1. On 1 July 1997, Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region of 
the People's Republic of China. In respect of statistics in this section, 
"Hong Kong" stands for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Reqion 
with effect from July 1997. 
2. All monetary figures quoted are in Hong Kong dollars. Hong Kong dollar is 
the legal tender in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. 
3. Data on transactions and assets and liabilities vis-vis the mainland of 
China are treated as international transactions and external positions 
respectively. Examples of international transactions are trade in goods, 
trade in services and external factor income flows. Examples of external 
positions are stocks of inward and outward direct investments by major 
countries/territories. 
4. Figures in brackets refer to percentage changes over the preceding year 
and are usually calculated based on unrounded figures. 
5. There may be a slight discrepancy between the sum of individual items 
and the total as shown owing to rounding. 
FISHERIES 
Fishery Rela ted Statist ics^ (1997) 
Fisheries Production 184,000 tonnes (90% of total catch come 
from 丨he water ouiside Honq Konq 
Production Values 丨 $2,170 mil丨ion 
No, of Fishing Vessels 45,000 vessels 
No. of Fishermen 19,200 fishermen (6,300 are mainland 
fishermen) 
Freshwater F ish C u l t u r e ' ( 1 9 9 7 ) 
Area 1,130 ha 1 
Fisheries Production 5,100 tonnes j 
Production Values $112 million 1 
Mar ine Fish Culture® (1997) 
Area 209 ha (incl. 26 fish culture zones) 
Fisheries Production 3000 tonnes (20% of local demand for live 
marine fish) 
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STATISTICS SOUTHERN DISTRICT 
Boat Dwellers in Aberdeen Typhoon Shelter 
As at the end Number of .Number of Number of 
, , year biiat,<. faniilicj. pi;rsons 
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Number of Fishing Vessels Based at Aberdeen 
Typhoon Shelter 
l i 





！ 1979 1991 
No. of Fishing Vessels 1400 888 
No. of Fishers - -3000 
Percentage of Total Fishing 
Vessels 
f 1 - 20% 
Fishery Production (1991) 59,845 tonnes i 77,200 tonnes 
% of Total Calch • i 25% 
Production Values (1991) S280 million i $676 million 
5 of Total Production Values - 1 30% 
Distr ibution of Houseboats in Southern District 
Locat ion No. of H o u s e b o a t s 
North Apleichau 0 
Tin Wan 75 
Shipyard District 
Chung Mei 
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Typhoon Shelters with Improving Water Quality 
KM) 
Aberdeen Typhoon Sheltesr 
mm 
86 87 88 89 90 
Y e a r 
L 嗽 nd: Surface D,0, 
Bottom D.O. 
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STATISTICS SOUTHERN DISTRICT 
Water Quality Trend for Typnoon Shelters Legend： 
maximum 
mean 
m in imum 
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le t " ' o o n shefter is filled with^bats and The narrow part of the'typhoon shelter 







The waterfront park attracts children and retired local people. 
Sorting and delivering in process 
Fish market. Dried salted fish. 
Mechanized fishing vessel 




Sampan, major transportatn^TFi^ins了 
“ h M m ： . 
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息 f 』 
T — 《 _ 、 I 
Trees are planted along the road to the site 
while leaving visual contact to the area. 
The site at present is full of sam 
pans and small pleasure boats. 
VX 、 麟 久 
The neighboring shipyards have formed a nice Besides configurations, the ship-
view for those passing by. yards also have a nice connection 
with the water. 
Logs and plastics boxes 
are used as connectors 
to different boats. 
Broken boat is being left 
onthe seawall. 
Many of the shipyards 
also manage to repair 
vehicles. 
Neighboring suspended construction site. Neighboring flotilla 
Accessing bridges Delivering system of the shipyards for 
small boats. 
























January 26. The British flag is raised on Hong 
Kong Island following Britain's defeat of the 
Chinese in the First Anglo-Chinese (Opium) 
War. 
Treaty of Nanjing. Hong Kong Island is ceded 
to Britain with Sir Henry Pottinger as the first 
governor. 
Treaty of Nanjing. Kowloon and Stonecutters 
Island are ceded to Hong Kong. 
Treaty of Beijing. Kowloon and Stonecutters 
Island are ceded to Britain. 
The Peak Tram begins operation. 
July 1. The New Territories are leased from 
China for 99 years. 
Hong Kong is devasted by a typhoon that kills 
10,000 people. 
Opium trading ban. 
Kai Tak Airport opens. 
Japanese invasion. 
August 14. The Japanese surrender. 
Oct. Fish Marketing Organization was estab-
lished. 
The Hong Kong Government started to sup-
port fishers with low interest loans and educa-
tion. 
Christmas Day fire destroys squatter settle-
ment leaving 50,000 homeless. 
The Hong Kong Tourist Association started to 
promote the tourism of Hong Kong. 
May-Nov. Riots and strikes break out, inspired 
by China's Cultural Revolution. 
The 1st cross harbor tunnel opens. 
Work begins on the Mass Transit Railway 
(completed 1989) 
The Joint Declaration is signed by Britain and 
China in Beijing. 
Tiananmem crackdown provokes pro-Democ-
racy demonstrations. 
Provisional Airport Authority is set up to over-
see the building of Chek Lap Kok Airport. 
Christopher Patten is appointed Hong Kong's 
last governor. 
At midnight on June 30, Hong Kong is reverted 
back to Chinese sovereignty. 
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Hung Shing Temple is built by local fisherfolk 
at the seashore of Ap Lei Chau. 
Dwellings were erected on river banks. 
Aberdeen was described as 'admirable shel-
ter for ships of any burden.' 
The British Army landed on the Island. 
The Hong Kong Government mangled the 2 
big teams of pirates. 
Fr. Fenouil built St. Joseph Chapel in Aberdeen. 
Tin Hau Temple was built by local fishing fami-
lies. 
2,343 persons worked aboard 415 boats. 
Aberdeen boasted a dry dock 
4,130 persons worked aboard 424 boats. 
Tin Hau Temple was rebuilt. 
'A Town which has grown up around the Hong 
Kong dock.' 
Hung Shing Temple was rebuilt. 
Tin Hau Temple was rebuilt. 
The Harbor mission was established. 
The harbor was closed for Japanese use. 
The 1st Fish Market Organization, a non-gov-
ernment trading group, was set up. 
The boat population of the colony increased 
steadily. 
Tai Pak Floating Restaurant came into being. 
About 3 to 4 shipyards. 
Tai Pak Floating Restaurant was changed to a 
steel vessel from a wooden one. 
Tai Pak Floating Restaurant expanded, includ-
ing the Jumbo Palace. 
Fishers of Aberdeen accounts for 28,000,90% 
of the Aberdeen population. 
Fishing fleet in Hong Kong swelled from 6,000 
to more than 10,000. 
Different housing estates were built and the 
population of Aberdeen rised rapidly, 
over 10 factory buildings in the district, employ-
ing over 10,000 workers. 
More than 20 shipyards and over 40 machin-
ery factories in the harbor. 
2,000 boats in the harbor with another 2,000 
vessels constantly passing through. 25,000 
people live aboard. 
Hung Shing Temple was rebuilt. 
The Apleichau bridge was built. 
Hung Shing Temple was rebuilt. 
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THE END 
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